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Abstract

The architecture of today’s Internet was conceived in the 1960s and 1970s. Net-

working aimed to solve the problem of resource sharing—enabling remote access

to scarce and expensive devices such as card readers, high-speed tape drives and

supercomputers. The resulting communication model was one of a conversa-

tion between exactly two hosts—a resource consumer and a resource provider.

Over the past 50 years, computers have undergone a metamorphosis from scarce,

multimillion-dollar machines occupying large rooms to cheap and ubiquitous

pocket-sized devices. The value of the Internet no longer lies in facilitating access

to scarce hardware. Rather, the Internet now primarily derives its utility from

enabling large-scale electronic content distribution and retrieval.

At odds with the content-centricity of modern network applications is the host-

centricity of the prevailing network architecture. The juxtaposition of the two

paradigms has been the impetus for new research into alternative Future Internet

architectures under the umbrella title of Information-Centric Networking (ICN).

Though individual visions for ICN vary substantially in ambition and detail, the

central role of content is widely recognized. There is all but consensus that con-

tent identity and security ought to be independent of content location, enabling

seamless replication throughout the network. This would permit secure content

retrieval from a cache geographically and/or topologically close to the end user

while balancing load for the content distributor. What separates the current wave

of research from the myriad of application-specific distributed caching overlays is

v
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a generalization which intends to render content the primary network abstraction.

One proposal emblematic of ICN’s core principles is Content-Centric Network-

ing (CCN). CCN envisages an Internet architecture in which Internet Protocol

(IP) packets are replaced by comparably sized chunks of named content. At-

tached to each chunk is a cryptographic signature allowing the validity, relevance

and provenance of content to be assessed, irrespective of sender. Like other ICN

projects, CCN solves a critical problem on the path towards truly distributed con-

tent dissemination—establishing trust in content received from untrusted senders.

This opens up compelling new caching strategies in which content may be re-

trieved from any device in the network, including those not typically thought of

as content distributors.

This thesis is motivated by one particular application of CCN’s universal secure

caching—content diffusion (spreading) directly between colocated mobile wire-

less devices. Over the past decade, commercial and private Content Delivery

Network (CDN) overlays have proliferated on the Internet as a way of geograph-

ically distributing cached copies of content, balancing load for content producers

and increasing performance for consumers. These CDNs however are limited in

their reach by the granularity of the facilities in which content servers may be

installed—typically Internet Service Providers’ (ISPs’) Points of Presence (PoP).

Building a ‘CDN’ of sorts from the colocated end user devices themselves is a nat-

ural progression of the distributed caching architecture and one which we consider

the ‘final frontier’ for CDNs. The meaning of this statement is that there are no

content caching locations closer to an end user than another colocated device.

The potential advantages of direct device-to-device content sharing are manifold:

(i) higher throughput, (ii) lower latency, (iii) extended network coverage and

(iv) reduced load on infrastructure. Despite being conceptually attractive in

these respects, relatively little is known about the intrinsic spreading potential
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of opportunistic encounter (contact) networks. It is to this matter that we direct

our attention in this thesis. Drawing upon empirical spatiotemporal traces of

device mobility and inferred device encounters, we conduct a simulation-driven

exploration of opportunistic content diffusion. We address a number of aspects

of spreading potential, which are divided into three separate papers. In the

first, we perform simulations parameterized by site, time and number of source

devices in order to establish the impact of these variables on content diffusion.

We also motivate content diffusion by integrating real-world application usage

statistics from a popular campus maps application into our simulations. Our

second paper addresses the impact of margins of trace uncertainty on diffusion

potential, as well as the inherent variation in diffusion potential as a function

of the randomly chosen source device. Our third paper seeks to understand how

nodes’ spatiotemporal preferences impact on spreading potential. We achieve this

through the presentation of a set of novel null models which separately decorrelate

the relationships between times, locations and nodes. We also describe how the

null models can be generalized to any contact network in which contact events

are predicated on node colocation.

As a preamble to the three papers on content diffusion, we present one additional

paper, the subject matter of which is the SPDY web protocol. As such, the set

of three papers just described are in fact numbered 2, 3 and 4 in the thesis, with

the SPDY paper being listed as paper number 1. The SPDY paper is the by-

product of a thorough review of the current state of the art in near-term protocol

innovations which we conducted during the early stages of the research. The

SPDY paper offers an interesting point of comparison between the pragmatic

strategies behind near-term protocol improvements and the broader long-term

research perspectives on computer network architecture.
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Introduction

How information can be transmitted quickly and efficiently over long distances

has been a topic of human interest for at least several thousand years. Since

prehistory, smoke signals have been used to propagate information far beyond

the reach of the human voice. Today, we transmit information at terabits per

second over optical fiber channels. There is a rich history behind high-speed

communication networks, although interestingly, most of the major advancements

have been made in the past 200 years alone. This period includes the electric

telegraph, telephony and digital packet switching. And in just the past 50 years,

the pace of innovation in computer networks has proven so relentless that if

today’s technology were to be transported back to the mid-20th century, it would

seem almost alien. But networks have not only gotten faster, they have also

become increasingly reliable, ubiquitous and application-independent. The smoke

signals and optical telegraph which preceded the electric telegraph required good

weather and a clear line of sight. The electric telegraph solved this problem but

was for the most part used only in government and commercial settings. The

telephone managed to find a place in everyday households but was limited in its

use to human conversation. The Internet ushered in a myriad of new forms of

communication but until recently most of its users remained tethered to a desk.

1



1. INTRODUCTION 2

Most recently, compact mobile device form factors and continued innovation in

wireless networks have led to increasingly ubiquitous communication networks.

In the present day, a user with a mobile device costing less than $100 can be

seamlessly connected at home, at work, at a coffee shop and on the go1.

1.1 The Internet’s Past, Present and Future

The combined advances in packet switching and the stored program computer

through the 1940s to 1970s ultimately led to the creation of the Internet, the

most important application of telegraphy in the 21st century. Interestingly, the

engineering principles and architecture of today’s Internet remain those origi-

nally conceived in the 1960s and 1970s. Networking aimed to solve the problem

of resource sharing—remotely accessing scarce and expensive devices such as

card readers, high-speed tape drives or even supercomputers [1]. The resulting

communication model was one of a conversation between exactly two hosts—a

resource consumer and a resource provider [1]. This is deeply engrained in the

Internet Protocol (IP) [2], whose packet header specifies exactly two addresses—a

source and a destination. As the applications of the Internet have broadened well

beyond those envisaged almost 50 years ago, it has come into question whether

a host-centric architecture remains the most appropriate for the Internet moving

forward.

The dominant application of the Internet today is content distribution and re-

trieval. The user, once concerned with the where of computer networking (the

machine, tape-drive, card reader), is now concerned with the what of computer

networking (the video, email, news, photographs). At odds with this phenomenon

is current networking technology which still only speaks of connections between

hosts. The apparent mismatch between the host-centric abstraction of the IP and

1and even on the toilet.
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the user-centric abstraction of content means that most application layer proto-

cols overlay their own content-centric features on top of the IP. Furthermore, the

mismatch has spawned an entirely new category of overlay network—the Con-

tent Delivery Network (CDN). Akamai [3] taken as a prominent example is a large

commercial CDN whose sole business is quickly and scalably delivering Web con-

tent on behalf of site owners. Akamai operates over 160,000 servers in 95 countries

inside more than 1,2000 networks [4], with peak traffic in excess of 20 terabits per

second and over 50 petabytes [5] of traffic per day. Akamai has built an extensive

overlay infrastructure that caches content at locations both geographically and

topologically close to end users, accelerating and scaling content delivery beyond

what is possible with single host/single location network architectures. Akamai

however is only one prominent example that happens to publicly release these

statistics. Other large Internet companies such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft

and Facebook are all thought to have on the order of hundreds of thousands to

millions of servers, a sizeable portion of which likely operate at least in part as

distributed content caches.

The content-centricity of modern network applications has increased interest in

the past few years around Information-Centric Networking (ICN). ICN broadly

encapsulates approaches to computer networking that focus on named content as

the primary network abstraction as opposed to host identifiers. The broad moti-

vation of ICN is to identify architectural approaches to computer networking that

may be more appropriate for the Internet’s dominant use cases at present and

into the future. One project emblematic of ICN is Content-Centric Networking

(CCN). CCN in its purest form replaces the entire notion of IP addresses with

named data. Under CCN, a device wishing to retrieve content from the network

requests that content by name without needing to resolve to any specific host

identifier. The assumption of CCN is that content does not live at any one lo-

cation, but rather is cached throughout the network. This caching is envisaged

to occur not only at dedicated storage locations, but also on other devices not
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typically thought of as content caches, including routers and even end user de-

vices. An important feature of CCN and one we presuppose in our own research

is that all content is cryptographically signed in a way that enables trusted con-

tent to be retrieved even from untrusted nodes. This opens up compelling new

secure Peer-to-Peer (P2P) content distribution and retrieval possibilities at the

very edge of the network.

1.2 Wireless Peer-to-Peer as The Final Frontier

of Content Delivery Networks

Throughout this thesis we refer to wireless P2P content sharing as the ‘final

frontier’ for CDNs. This implies that there is no node closer to the end user

than another colocated peer device. What makes CDNs useful in general is that

content caches are highly geographically distributed so that users, irrespective of

their location, are in close proximity to a copy of the cached content. Whereas

traditional CDNs are ultimately constrained in deployment granularity to the

level at which computational resources can be installed (e.g. inside Internet

Service Providers’ (ISPs’) Points of Presence (PoP)), a P2P ‘CDN’ operates at

the granularity of the consuming devices themselves. The peer devices are in

effect the ‘leaf’ nodes of the network.

Our research is inspired by the idea that it may be possible to make content dis-

tribution faster and more efficient if user devices are enabled to seamlessly share

previously downloaded content locally, rather than all content retrieval taking

place through infrastructure networks. The mobility of wireless devices assists

in geographic spreading of content and the physical proximity of device pairs al-

lows one to use low-power short-range transmission, opening up the possibility

for greater spectrum reuse in adjacent areas and more power-efficient networks.
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Furthermore, content-centric P2P sharing schemes also hold the possibility of

supporting content retrieval in environments where broader Internet connectivity

is unavailable.

1.3 Aims, Relevance and Significance of the The-

sis

1.3.1 Aims

Broadly speaking, the aim of this thesis is to explore the potential of wireless P2P

content sharing as a mechanism for disseminating content quickly and efficiently

throughout a network. We take special interest in wireless networks for two

reasons: (i) there is a clear trend in computing towards wireless mobile devices

and (ii) wireless networks free devices from having to route on top of artificially

constrained wired network topologies. Through a series of papers, we seek to

answer questions which include:

• How long does a message propagated via wireless P2P diffusion typically

take to reach a given percentage of devices in the network?

• What impact does time of day, day of week, site and the number of diffusing

sources have on the rate of information diffusion?

• How is rate of diffusion impacted when modelled in the context of real-world

application usage and demand?

• How much uncertainty in content diffusion potential is induced by trace

data sets with timing uncertainties?

• How much variation is there in the rate of content diffusion across individual

source devices?
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• How do the spatiotemporal preferences of nodes accelerate or impede con-

tent diffusion?

To address these questions, we draw upon an empirical trace of connections to

Access Points(APs) in a large multi-campus university setting. From this trace

we are able to infer encounters between pairs of wireless devices based on simul-

taneous presence at a given AP. This in turn allows us to simulate opportunistic

content diffusion enabled by device encounters.

1.3.2 Relevance

The number of Internet-connected devices continues to experience rapid growth,

as does the content demands being placed on computer networks. Devices are

becoming increasingly mobile and increasingly wireless. In the past five years

alone, smartphones and tablets have transitioned from early adopter status to

ubiquity. This had led to increasing strain on wireless networks, many of which,

it could be argued, are in a persistent state of underprovision. The next generation

of devices such as consumer wearables, embedded devices and sensors will further

drive content demand, as will the continual improvement of existing applications

and device form factors (e.g. 4K video).

One of the most compelling features of a wireless P2P content-centric sharing

scheme is that any realised performance or efficiency gains have a multiplier effect

on lower level innovations in wireless telegraphy. Essentially this means that

rather than competing with the inevitable future advances in physical and link

layer technologies, wireless content sharing has the potential to offer persistent

complementary performance improvements.
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1.3.3 Significance

Though wireless P2P content sharing is a conceptually attractive approach to

content distribution, little is known about the intrinsic potential and limits as

they pertain to sharing facilitated by mobility and device encounters. Further-

more, little is known about what factors actually drive spreading potential (or

lack thereof). P2P networks more generally have been studied for some time.

However, only in recent times has the proliferation of mobile wireless devices

opened up truly compelling possibilities around intermittently connected mesh-

based (non-hierarchical) colocation-driven content distribution schemes—a spe-

cialized area that has received relatively little attention. Understanding the po-

tential of mobile wireless P2P content sharing at the basic level of what mobility

alone would facilitate is an important step in understanding the potential applica-

tions. Furthermore, by isolating which factors slow or accelerate content diffusion

in colocation contact networks, we can better understand in what contexts wire-

less mobile P2P content distribution is likely to prove most useful and in what

contexts it may prove most challenging.

1.4 The Thesis

1.4.1 Structure

This first chapter serves simply to introduce and broadly motivate the topic ad-

dressed in this thesis. Chapter 2 provides historical context around how the

existing Internet architecture came to be, which motivates our subsequent dis-

cussion of ICN in Chapter 3. Chapter 3 also establishes the connection between

ICN and mobile wireless P2P content diffusion. By the end of Chapter 3, the

author hopes to have sufficiently contextualized and motivated the core of the
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thesis research which is presented in Chapters 4–7 in the form of one paper per

chapter. These papers are introduced independently at the beginning of their

respective chapters, however a brief overview follows:

1. SPDYing Up the Web [6]: published in the Communications of the ACM

(CACM) in December 2012, this paper gives a technical introduction to

the SPDY protocol describing the key performance features and reviewing

publicly available results on the performance of SPDY versus HTTP 1.x.

SPDY has since gone on to form the basis of HTTP 2.0 and will play a

critical role in web performance for years to come. This paper is the result

of a review of the state of the art in an important category of network

protocols—those pertaining to the Web.

2. Content Diffusion in Wireless MANETs: the Impact of Mobility and De-

mand [7]: published in the proceedings of the IEEE International Wireless

Communications & Mobile Computing Conference (IWCMC) in August

2014, this paper analyzes the impact of: (i) time of day, (ii) day of week,

(iii) site and (iv) number of content sources, on content diffusion poten-

tial within university networks. This paper also analyzes content diffusion

potential in the context of real-world application demand based on statis-

tics collected from the author-written mobile campus navigation application

JCUNav.

3. The Impact of Mobility and Content Demand on Diffusion in Wireless

MANETs : submitted for publication in Elsevier Ad Hoc Networks, this

paper is an extension of the earlier IWCMC paper that addresses trace un-

certainties and their impact on diffusion potential as well as looking more

closely at the impact of variation in diffusion potential across individual

devices.

4. Diffusion in Colocation Contact Networks: the Impact of Nodal Spatiotem-
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poral Dynamics : submitted for publication in PLOS ONE, this paper looks

more deeply into the factors impeding and catalyzing spreading in our con-

tact trace. We achieve this through the formulation of a set of ‘inducement’

shuffling null models which separately destroy correlations between times,

locations and nodes. We apply these null models to our trace, allowing us

to separate the impact of different correlations on spreading potential.

The four paper chapters are followed by Chapter 8 which concludes the thesis.

This chapter consists of a summary of key results and contributions, challenges,

limitations and a roadmap for future work. Chapter 9 is a glossary of terms.

This is followed by Appendices A and B which list the research paper outputs

and research by-products respectively. Finally, a list of references is given. Note

that the reference list at the end of this thesis does not include the citations made

within the four thesis papers, which are instead listed independently within each

paper. This allows the papers to be included verbatim in the thesis without

introducing ambiguous citation numbering.

1.4.2 Assumed Knowledge and Intended Audience

The author suggests this thesis should be classified as applied computer science

with an emphasis on empirical data analysis. It is the author’s expectation that a

background in computer science or information technology will render this thesis

most accessible. Though familiarity with modern computer networks may afford

the reader some advantage, it is not a strict prerequisite. Aspects of this the-

sis also touch on subject matter in broader fields of scientific inquiry including

network dynamics and even epidemiology, which may be of interest to a broader

audience.



2

Historical Perspective and

Motivation

“Mr. Watson—Come here—I want to see you.”

— Alexander Graham Bell, 1876.

The road to the present-day Internet has been paved by a most fascinating pe-

riod of invention over the past 200 years. The discovery of electromagnetism in

the early 19th century [8, p. 1], one of the single greatest advances in electrical

science, contributed directly to the invention of the electromagnetic telegraph

in the 1830s and 1840s. This was followed by the invention of the telephone

in 1876 which again revolutionized communications and was the first system to

attract widespread consumer appeal. Throughout the 20th century the phone

network continued to evolve with increasing levels of automation and connec-

tivity. However, parallel advances were also being made in the stored program

computer throughout the 1940s–1970s. These, along with the growing acceptance

of the packet-switching network paradigm in the late 1960s and 1970s, laid the

groundwork for the ARPANET. Far from a ubiquitous platform for high-speed

10
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content delivery, the ARPANET was designed as a way for scientists to share

scarce resources and basic information between a limited number of machines

(four initially). The ARPANET was significant in its own right as a working

demonstration of packet-switched technology connecting multiple nodes, though

it is just as notable for being the first implementation of the Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP) protocols. At the time, the TCP/IP pro-

tocol was envisaged as a prototype. Instead, TCP/IP usage grew monumentally

to become the standard transport and network protocols of the Internet.

Looking back over 200 years of seemingly disparate communication networks,

it is revelatory to see that all of the networks employ the same abstraction of

a connection between pairs of nodes. The electromagnetic telegraph made this

unmistakably explicit by employing a static network of physical wires. The tele-

phone changed the nature of the transmission but again was based around phys-

ical wires. Even as the telephone network advanced to incorporate human oper-

ated and later electromechanical and electronic switchboards, connections were

simply being wired dynamically rather than statically. The Internet and packet-

switching would again change the nature of the transmission but still retained

the abstraction of a connection between hosts. Despite the highly dynamic rout-

ing capability of packet-switched technology, if anything the connection-oriented

nature was made more explicit by the IP which encodes all packets with a source

and destination address. So pervasive has been the connection-oriented nature

of communication networks that is has arguably resulted in an invisible frame

of reference, constraining how one can think about higher-level network abstrac-

tions. This chapter explains how this came to be, embedding our arguments in

the zeitgeist of the respective eras. We look in some detail at both the telephone

system and Internet and how both their predecessors and the technology of the

time likely influenced their most basic architectural decisions. We crudely clas-

sify the telephone and Internet as circuit- [9, p. 282] and packet-switched [10, p.

180] paradigms respectively—a distinction we elucidate throughout this chapter.
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The purpose of this chapter is to motivate the subsequent chapter on content

dissemination which characterizes the present-day outlook of long-term networks

research. This will in turn motivate our own more focused research questions,

enumerated earlier in Section 1.3.1.

2.1 The Telephone System (Circuit Switching)

On March 7, 1876, Alexander Graham Bell was granted US patent 174,465—

Improvement in telegraphy [11]. Bell’s patent described a method for converting

between acoustic vibrations (e.g. voice) and equivalent electrical undulations.

Three days after the patent was granted, Bell had succeeded in translating his

idea into the first working telephone1. The invention of the telephone came at a

most interesting time in history. The electric telegraph (Figure 2.1) along with

signalling standards such as Morse code [13] had already been in existence for

several decades and yet had not achieved widespread consumer appeal. Further-

more, the telephone had managed to precede the invention of a practical light

bulb, without which there was little impetus for electrical cables to be run to

households. The challenge therefore of promoting the telephone was not only a

matter of perfecting the technology but also laying the physical wire infrastruc-

ture to connect individual premises. In an 1876 letter sent from Bell to his father,

Bell remarked: “The day is coming when telegraph wires will be laid on to houses

just like water or gas—and friends will converse with each other without leaving

home.”. Bell’s comments proved prescient as the telephone gained widespread

adoption throughout the late 19th and 20th century.

Perhaps all but the very earliest phone networks employed circuit switching as

a way to reduce the amount of physical wire needed to connect subscribers. As

1The invention of the telephone was hotly contested between Bell and Elisha Gray and
remains the subject of much controversy [12].
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Figure 2.1: Morse telegraph [14].

illustrated in Figure 2.2, in its simplest distillation a circuit-switched network

adheres to a star topology allowing connection of n subscribers using only n ∈

Θ(n) wires, rather than the well known 1
2
n(n − 1) ∈ Θ(n2) requirement of a

pairwise connected network (i.e. a clique). At the central node in a circuit-

switched network, wires between any two pairs of subscribers were dynamically

interconnected to form a single continuous connection over which a phone call

could take place. This central node became known as the telephone exchange.

Telephone exchanges in and of themselves have a rich history. The first com-

mercial exchange began operating on January 28, 1878 in a storefront of the

Boardman Building in New Haven, Connecticut [15]. At the time, intercon-

nection between caller/callee pairs was a manual process mediated by a human

switchboard operator. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, switchboard operators would

literally place the right plugs in the right sockets to physically interconnect two

subscribers’ lines, completing an electrical circuit. Over time the role of the hu-

man telephone exchange operator would fall into obsolescence with the creation
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EX

Figure 2.2: Clique (top right) and star (bottom left) network topologies. “EX”
marks the telephone exchange in the star topology.

of the automatic telephone exchange.

It was March 10th, 1891 when Almon Strowger was awarded US patent 447,918—

Automatic Telephone Exchange [17], describing an electromechanical device ca-

pable of connecting two subscriber lines without human intervention. Prior to

the automatic telephone exchange, telephone handsets were not equipped with

dialling pads. Instead, the caller would vocalise to the switchboard operator who

they would like to connect to and the operator would fulfill the request by placing

a plug in the appropriate jack. Strowger’s patent described how a phone with a

dialpad could be used to ‘program’ a number into the telephone system, trigger-

ing an electromechanical switching device at the exchange to form a connection

with the desired subscriber. Figure 2.4 depicts a Strowger switch which possesses

a row-and-column head movement design that bears a striking resemblance to
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Figure 2.3: Switchboard operators [16].

modern hard-disk drives (the mechanical platter variety, not solid state drives).

With subsequent advances in electronics, electromechanical switches too were ul-

timately rendered obsolete, this time by digital switching technology still in use

today.

What remained constant throughout the telephone’s evolution, from manual to

electromechanical to digital switching, was a focus on building a wire between

pairs of subscribers, over which a call could take place. Given the time in history
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Figure 2.4: The Strowger Switch [18]—an electromechanical switching device.

in which the telephone was invented and the technology of the era, this is in fact

largely unsurprising. Forming an end-to-end circuit was the immediate problem

which begged to be solved in order to render telephony practical, much as it was

with the earlier electric telegraph. The task of rolling out cabling to households

was in itself monumental. The key innovation had been discovering a way to

convert acoustic vibrations to electrical undulations (and back again) in real-

time such that speech could essentially be transmitted over a wire. The notion

of digital storage, buffering and flexible digital representations of information

was almost certainly not being contemplated around the time of the telephone’s

invention. It was not until the second half of the 20th century that researchers

would begin seriously considering an alternative networking paradigm with a

view towards resilience in the face of component failure. This paradigm, packet

switching, is explored in the following section.
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2.2 The Internet (Packet Switching)

In September 1962, RAND Corporation engineer Paul Baran published what

would become one of the most seminal papers in the history of the Internet,

titled On Distributed Communications Networks [19]. Baran’s paper introduced

the concept of segmenting information into small, explicitly addressed pieces.

Baran envisaged that each piece of information could then be routed from the

source to the destination independently, potentially over different paths, based

on distributed routing decisions. This networking paradigm came to be known

simply as packet switching.

Baran’s publication came during the Cold War and just a month prior to the

Cuban missile crisis. A looming concern of the United States at the time was

that neither the long-distance telephone plant nor the military’s basic command

and control network would survive a nuclear attack [20]. Baran’s work on packet

switching was therefore motivated by the need to build a distributed networking

substrate that would be capable of withstanding a nuclear attack, by virtue of

being able to route around destroyed links and nodes. Figure 2.5 is an illus-

tration from Baran’s paper, depicting three different network topologies Baran

considered in his analysis of network resiliency. Under the centralized model

(A), the network was highly vulnerable to complete failure, requiring only the

destruction of a single node. The decentralized model (B) provided some further

protection again complete network disconnection though remained susceptible to

heavy partitioning with the destruction of only one or a small number of nodes or

links. The distributed model (C) was determined the most resilient, requiring a

substantial portion of nodes or links to be destroyed in order to cause even a seri-

ous partitioning of the network, let alone complete disconnection. Baran argued

that the distributed model came with the virtue of providing a far more resilient

computer network with only a modest number of additional links required.
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Figure 2.5: Three network topologies from Paul Baran’s seminal paper [19].

At a time in which digital computer technology was itself nascent, Baran’s work

was not well received by the research community. Baran would later remark that

“Many of the things I thought possible would tend to sound like utter nonsense,

or impractical, depending on the generosity of spirit in those brought up in an

earlier world” [21]. It would be another seven years before the first experimental

implementation of a packet-switched network was created in December 1969—the

ARPANET [22]. Though the ARPANET integrated the idea of segmenting data

for independent routing across the network, it should be noted that the principal

motivation was to accommodate inherently unreliable hardware, not to survive a

nuclear attack [23].

Though the Internet does not have a well-defined creation date, one working def-

inition is that the Internet came into existence on November 22, 1977 with the

first successful demonstration of TCP/IP interconnecting three disparate net-

works, one of which was the ARPANET [22] (Figure 2.6). This paved the way

for the broader interconnectivity of computer systems, with the first commercial
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Internet Service Providers(ISPs) emerging in the late 1980s. The continuing un-

paralleled advancements in information technologies throughout the 1990s and

beyond have ultimately led to the Internet of today connecting billions of devices

globally.

Figure 2.6: First ARPANET multinetwork demonstration [22].

In some respects the Internet is distinctly different from the traditional telephone

system, particularly in its use of packet switching rather than circuit switching.

Though originally conceived as a means of making network communications more

resilient to nuclear attack, packet switching has delivered other advantages. One

of the those has been the ability to build highly resilient networks out of redundant

low-cost hardware instead of requiring high-cost reliable hardware to offset single

points of failure. Another advantage has been the ability to exploit statistical

multiplexing [24] to realize a desirable trade-off between variable delay and greater

utilization of network capacity. Finally, packet switching can eliminate the need

for an initial connection setup which can introduce a particularly large overhead

on links with a high Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP)2.

2However, it is worth noting that in practice reliable transport protocols such as the TCP
can negate this advantage.
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Irrespective of the different paradigms of circuit and packet switching, what both

the telephone and Internet share in common is an abstraction of a connection

between hosts. In the circuit-switched phone system the connection was implicit

in the physical wire link. Although the packet-switched Internet delegated rout-

ing decisions to the network, the notion of host endpoints prevailed, this time

explicitly in the form of IP addresses that travel with each packet. In this way the

Internet moved the intelligence of routing into the network itself while retaining

pairwise host conversation as the universal communication primitive. As previ-

ously discussed, designing the telephone network around circuit switching makes

sense when one considers the limited technology of the time and the immedi-

ate problem which required solving—the physical interconnection of premises.

In much the same way, host-addressed packet switching made sense in the con-

text of the state of the art in technology at the time and the problem computer

networking aimed to solve, namely, resource sharing.

Computers in the 1960s and 1970s were expensive, specialized and scarce. Data

was minimal and simply having the ability to interconnect machines on disparate

networks was viewed as a major achievement. The relatively small number of

machines combined with their specialized features rendered host addresses a use-

ful task-oriented abstraction—the user first needed to connect to machine X to

perform operation Y. Contrast this to the state of present day computing, with

billions of cheap, commoditized, Internet-connected devices. The value of the

present day Internet is largely derived from acting as a ubiquitous substrate for

massive-scale content distribution and retrieval. This transformation in the Inter-

net’s dominant usage and proliferation of commoditized machines has rendered

individual machines largely inconsequential to the task of the user. Much of what

is distributed and retrieved over the Internet today is massively replicated inside

of server farms for load balancing, as well as geographically distributed for avail-

ability and performance. The task-oriented user now thinks in terms of names,

not ultimately caring from where the associated content is retrieved, provided it
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is an authentic copy of that which is requested. The way the mismatch between

hosts and named content has been handled to date is to build overlay networks

running on top of the IP [25]. Perhaps the most conspicuous example of this

phenomenon is the World Wide Web in which URLs are used to express the

desired content. The Domain Name System (DNS) system maps the identifiers

(domain names) to locations (IP addresses) to facilitate content retrieval based

on the URL. Over the past few years the research community has increasingly

been contemplating whether the dominance of content distribution and retrieval

warrants a network layer abstraction which speaks directly in terms of named

content, rather than relying on separate application-specific overlays. In the next

chapter we review the current state of research in this area and establish the

connection between this work and mobile wireless Peer-to-Peer (P2P) content

dissemination.



3

Information-centric Networking

(Dissemination)

The evolution of the Internet from a platform for interconnecting scarce hosts

to a substrate for content distribution and retrieval has enlivened work in the

research community around Future Internet Architectures(FIAs). FIAs broadly

speaking are network architectures, some incremental and some clean slate, de-

signed to meet the computer networking needs of the 21st century. Much of the

work around FIAs falls under the umbrella title of Information-Centric Network-

ing (ICN). The term Information-Centric Networking (ICN) encapsulates many

competing projects and visions of a future Internet that share the common thread

of viewing information (i.e. content) as the primary network abstraction, rather

than host addresses. There is all but consensus in the ICN community that con-

tent identity and security ought to be independent of content location, enabling

seamless content replication throughout the network. This would permit secure

content retrieval from a cache geographically and/or topologically close to the

end user while balancing load for the content distributor. What separates the

current wave of ICN research from the myriad of application-specific distributed

caching overlays is a generalization which intends to handle content distribution

22
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and retrieval at the network layer directly.

In this chapter we provide a brief introduction to ICN by way of exemplification.

That is, we choose one instantiation of ICN known as Content-Centric Networking

(CCN) [1]1 to describe in some detail. For a broader exposition of ICN we refer the

interested reader to [27]. We then briefly relate ICN to Delay-Tolerant Networking

(DTN) and Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET)s, areas of computer networking

to which our research is naturally aligned, before proceeding to the four core

research papers in the subsequent chapters.

3.1 CCN Background

CCN is one proposal for an ICN architecture which treats content names rather

than host addresses as the primary network abstraction. The original proposal for

CCN can be found in the now well known paper, Networking Named Content [1].

CCN in its purest form proposes that named ‘content chunks’ completely replace

Internet Protocol (IP) packets as the ‘thin waist’ (universal layer) of the network

stack, which we describe in more detail in the following section. These packets

are cryptographically signed in such a way that the content may be verified as

having not been tampered with even when retrieved from an untrusted host. In

this thesis we choose to elucidate CCN specifically for three reasons:

1. CCN is emblematic of ICN. Although each ICN project has different imple-

mentation and protocol specifics, CCN captures the principal architectural

philosophy.

2. CCN is one of the most prominent ICN projects at time of writing, with

support from the National Science Foundation (NSF) [26], Palo Alto Re-

1Content-Centric Networking (CCN) is also the technical basis of the Named Data Net-
working (NDN) [26] project. For the purposes of this thesis CCN and Named Data Networking
(NDN) can be considered equivalent.
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search Center (PARC) [28] and a backing consortium consisting of industry

members including Cisco Systems, Alcatel-Lucent and Verisign [29].

3. We frame our own research in the context of the CCN signed packet prim-

itive. This allows us to presume that trustworthy content is retrievable

from untrusted hosts, meaning our research focus can be concentrated on

intrinsic diffusion potential, not the specifics of content security.

In the following sections we describe the core components of the CCN architecture

and its applicability to Peer-to-Peer (P2P) content dissemination.

3.2 CCN Network Stack

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, CCN replaces host-addressed IP packets at the ‘thin

waist’ of the network stack with chunks of named content. Devices wishing to re-

trieve some piece of content request it from the network directly by name, without

having to perform the translation from what the user cares about (named data)

to where that data is stored (i.e. IP host addresses). Also illustrated in Figure 3.1,

above the thin waist CCN does not use a traditional transport layer protocol and

instead has a security layer which provides a stronger notion of content integrity

(described shortly in Section 3.3). Because CCN names data directly, many of

the existing application layer naming schemes are rendered redundant, and so a

‘File Stream’ (i.e. reconstitution of content chunks into meaningful data objects)

is shown as the application layer abstraction. Below the thin waist, the CCN

‘Strategy’ layer handles the forwarding decisions of interests in content chunks.
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Figure 3.1: CCN replaces host-addressed IP packets, the current universal com-
ponent of the network stack, with chunks of named content [1].

3.3 CCN Packet Primitive

As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the two CCN packet types are interests and data. An

example content name is shown in Figure 3.3. The desire to receive some content

is expressed by transmitting an interest with the appropriate content name, along

with some associated metadata. Importantly, the data packet response includes

not only the content name and its associated data, but also a cryptographic

signature of the binding between the name and its data. This signature allows

the receiver to verify that the received data is a complete, uncorrupted copy of

what the publisher sent (validity), that the publisher is one the receiver trusts

(provenance) and that the content is the answer to the question asked (relevance).

The interested reader is referred to [30] for an extended discussion of securing

named content.

3.4 CCN Forwarding Engine

Figure 3.4 illustrates the key components of a CCN ‘router’. Any networked

device can act as a router under CCN, even devices typically not thought of as
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Figure 3.2: CCN packet types [1].
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Figure 3.3: Example Content Name [1].

content sources, such as peer wireless mobile devices. The content store is es-

sentially a cache which can store any seen content at a packet granularity. The

Pending Interest Table (PIT) holds a record of all requests the router has seen,

but has not yet fulfilled. Finally, the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) holds a

record of which faces2 content for a given prefix may be accessible over. Note that

unlike IP, CCN is not restricted to forwarding interests over a single interface,

allowing seamless multi-source content retrieval.

2The term face rather than interface is used because packets are not only forwarded over
hardware network interfaces but also exchanged directly with application processes within a
machine.
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Figure 3.4: CCN forwarding engine model [1].

3.5 CCN as a Framework for High-Speed Peer-

to-Peer Content Dissemination

CCN provides a multifaceted image of how a named and secure content primitive

may be used to improve the state of content distribution and retrieval. On one

hand CCN offers to existing hierarchical network infrastructures a standardized

way to cache fine granularity content. On the other hand CCN seeks to open up

new possibilities around seamless non-hierarchical multi-source content retrieval,

including retrieving content from peer devices not typically thought of as potential

sources. The secure content primitive of CCN is ideal for such networks as it

enables trust in content retrieved from untrusted hosts. Furthermore, the content-

centric nature of the network primitive allows P2P content dissemination to be

contemplated independently of application-specific protocols. It is for this reason

that CCN offers an attractive conceptual framework for thinking about wireless

P2P content dissemination.

Studying P2P networks built on top of IP, one inevitably ends up having to

consider practical security implications of how to retain content integrity, as well
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as how application content should be translated down to host-addressed packets.

By presuming CCN’s secure content chunks as the network primitive, the intrinsic

potential of P2P content diffusion can be confidently studied in the knowledge

that the prerequisites for secure content dissemination are already in place.

3.6 Delay-Tolerant Networking and Mobile Ad

hoc NETworks

Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) is the term coined by Kevin Fall in 2003 [31] to

describe networks with non-continuous end-to-end connectivity, relying on asyn-

chronous forwarding to propagate messages between nodes. DTN is intrinsi-

cally a form of ICN, and CCN is considered one promising protoocol for DTN’s

widespread realization. The term ‘Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET)’ is syn-

onomous with the term ‘mobile wireless P2P network’ and we use the two in-

terchangeably throughout the remainder of this thesis. This will be particularly

apparent in the second and third paper. This change in terminology is simply to

bring our work in line with the preferred terminology of the respective publica-

tion venues. DTN and MANET are closely related, in that MANET is perhaps

the most conspicuous example of DTN in the literature. Portions of this thesis’

related work have roots in DTN and MANETs and so this final section of the

chapter briefly relates the topics to our own research.

A substantial fraction of DTN research has focused on mobility models and rout-

ing. The former aims to distill the salient features of real mobility traces into

formulas and rules for the purpose of characterization and application to new

environments. The latter focuses on the strategy behind message propagation,

particularly where the objective is for a specific subset of nodes in the network

to receive a message efficiently. We refer the interested reader to [32] and [33]
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for a survey of mobility models and routing respectively. Our own research is

not concerned with modeling mobility or routing per-se. In fact, we draw upon

empirical rather than synthetic mobility data and assume content is shared ev-

ery time two devices come into contact. The motivation for our own research is

understanding what fundamental limits real-world contact patterns place on the

speed at which content is capable of broadly diffusing. Specifically, we seek to

answer the research questions enumerated earlier in Section 1.3.1, which have not

received the same level of attention in the literature to date.

In addition to mobility modelling and routing, there exists a number of other

research areas closely affiliated with DTN and MANETs. These include char-

acterizing the behavioral patterns of individual mobile users [34–37], the clas-

sification of mobile users into distinct behavioral groups [38, 39], analysis of

encounters between mobile devices [40–43] and studies of the intrinsic content

dissemination potential of intermittently connected networks predicated on these

encounters [42, 43]. The preponderance of our own research falls into the last

category, with the single closest work being that of Hsu & Helmy in On Nodal

Encounters [42]. In this paper, the authors studied how incremental constraints

on participation in content sharing would impact the rate of spreading in a wire-

less LAN environment. This was quantified in terms of the percentage of nodes

in the network yet to receive a message after a given period of time. Our own

research tracks a similar reachability metric, but instead quantifies the impact of

a different set of variables including the time of day, day of week and number of

source devices on content diffusion. Furthermore, we extend our work to a gener-

alized framework for analyzing the impact of nodes’ spatiotemporal preferences

on spreading phenomenon in spatiotemporal graphs.

By this point in the thesis, the author hopes to have adequately motivated wire-

less mobile P2P content diffusion and the research questions outlined earlier in

Section 1.3.1. The lacuna in the literature the author aims to address has been
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alluded to briefly in this section and will become more clear in the following

four chapters, each of which presents one of the four research papers outlined

previously in Section 1.4.



4

Paper 1 – SPDYing Up the Web

The first peer-reviewed article of the thesis appeared in the December 2012 edition

of the Communications of the ACM (CACM) and is titled SPDYing Up the Web.

SPDY is a ‘drop-in’ replacement for HTTP with a number of key performance

improvements. This paper was the first formally published work to (i) provide a

consolidated technical summary of the differences between SPDY and HTTP and

the underlying performance motivations, (ii) summarize publicly available results

on SPDY’s empirical performance versus HTTP and (iii) discuss the compelling

use cases around SPDY gateways.

At face value, this paper (the “SPDY paper”) is an outlier with respect to the

remaining three research papers, which all focus directly on content diffusion

between mobile wireless devices. To help contextualize the SPDY paper, it is in-

structive to consider more broadly the motivation behind the author’s research;

namely, faster and more efficient content delivery. Approaches to networking per-

formance improvements exist along a spectrum from evolutionary to revolution-

ary. SPDY falls into the evolutionary category, while content diffusion directly

between mobile wireless devices assumes more revolutionary change to the way

that content is delivered. The SPDY paper offers a complementary perspective on

31
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how progress towards faster and more efficient content delivery can be achieved

in the short-term without any fundamental changes to the prevailing networking

paradigm. From a pragmatic perspective, such incremental improvements offer

meaningful value over the short-term while the longer-term solutions mature.

The SPDY paper developed naturally as a consequence of a broader review of the

networking performance literature near the beginning of the author’s doctorate

studies. Two additional factors which served as a catalyst for the SPDY paper

were:

1. The thesis author has a long standing interest in Web performance. In

2010 the thesis author published his honours thesis which presented a Peer-

to-Peer (P2P) content distribution network focused on fast lookup and re-

trieval of web resources. The author continued to follow the state of the

art in performance improvements for the Web and so was cognizant of the

developments around SPDY at the time.

2. The original PhD research plan involved performing Deep Packet Inspec-

tion (DPI) in order to identify duplicate content byte strings across mobile

devices. Matching these byte strings with time-respecting paths between

pairs of peer devices was originally envisaged as a mechanism for calculat-

ing what percentage of load might be taken from the infrastructure. Al-

though the content-level dataset ultimately proved unattainable, part of the

background research entailed monitoring trends in end-to-end encryption,

which, if prevalent enough, might preclude DPI. As explained in the paper,

for both pragmatic and philosophical reasons SPDY typically operates over

SSL. As such, the increasing popularity of SPDY might have materially

affected the broader prevalence of end-to-end encryption and in turn ad-

versely impacted the thesis author’s original research plan. Coincidentally,

the prevalence of end-to-end encryption has increased substantially in more

recent times [44], though this is likely due only in part to SPDY. Other
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influencing factors have likely included broader awareness of information

privacy and revelations around government mass surveillance of computer

networks.

Although the preponderance of the author’s research pertains to long-term net-

work architectures, the author believes the SPDY paper offers a valuable point

of contrast between short-term and long-term approaches to improving network

performance. Since the publication of this paper, SPDY has gone on to become

the basis for the version 2.0 specification of the HTTP protocol. SPDY’s under-

lying principles are therefore likely to be in increasingly widespread use on the

Web in years to come, albeit under a different name.

The included copy of the manuscript which follows is reprinted with permission.

The DOI is http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2380656.2380673.
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Paper 2 – Content Diffusion in

Wireless MANETs: the Impact

of Mobility and Demand

The second peer-reviewed article of the thesis appeared in the Proceedings of the

10th IEEE International Wireless Communications & Mobile Computing Confer-

ence, 2014 (IWCMC ’14) and is titled Content Diffusion in Wireless MANETs:

the Impact of Mobility and Demand. The purpose of this paper was twofold:

1. The thesis author had hypothesized that time of day, day of week, site

and number of content sources were likely real-world factors that would

influence rates of diffusion. Although theoretical rates of epidemic content

diffusion between wireless mobile devices had previously been measured,

these parameters had been largely overlooked.

2. The thesis author sought to embed content diffusion simulations in the

context of realistic application usage.

44
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To address the former, extensive universal content diffusion simulations were per-

formed, varying the parameters of (i) time of day, (ii) day of week, (iii) site and

(iv) number of content sources. To address the latter, application-specific dif-

fusion simulations were performed. The application in question was JCUNav, a

popular campus maps application which the thesis author developed throughout

the PhD, with the explicit intent of gathering large-scale empirical data. As is

described in the paper, the usage patterns, reflected in terms of distributions of

the number of daily users and times of application usage, were gathered from

JCUNav and used to parameterize the content diffusion simulations. More infor-

mation about JCUNav can be found in Appendix B.1.

The included copy of the manuscript which follows is reprinted with permission.

The DOI is http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/IWCMC.2014.6906485.
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Paper 3 – The Impact of Mobility

and Content Demand on

Diffusion in Wireless MANETs

The third peer-reviewed article of the thesis has been submitted for consideration

to Elsevier Ad Hoc Networks and is titled The Impact of Mobility and Content

Demand on Diffusion in Wireless MANETs. This paper builds directly on the

prior paper, addressing two distinct areas not covered previously:

1. Uncertainties in session trace timestamps can lead to different rates of con-

tent diffusion, depending on the assumptions made. By developing synthetic

‘optimistic’ and ‘pessimistic’ traces we are able to illustrate the magnitude

of this difference.

2. Variation in diffusion performance across individual devices means that the

average rate of diffusion is only part of the story. We illustrate this variation

across individual diffusion trials.
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In addition to covering these two new areas, this paper also provides a generally

more complete exposition and background than was possible within the page

limits of the prior publication.
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The Impact of Mobility and Content Demand on Diffusion in Wireless MANETs
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Abstract

Opportunistic wireless content sharing via Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANETs) can increase throughput, lower latency,
extend network coverage and reduce load on infrastructure. While the benefits of content diffusion clearly depend on the
underlying movement dynamics and content demand, the impact of these factors on diffusion remains largely unexplored.
We analyze content sharing potential based on device encounters inferred from a large multi-site wireless LAN trace.
We explore the impact of time, location, and number of sources on diffusion, finding that contexts with higher activity
generally promote faster diffusion, while additional content sources improves diffusion mainly in the short-term. We then
apply real-world demand patterns from a popular campus maps application to content diffusion simulations. We find
that up to 70% of map requests could theoretically be served from the peer network over the first 12 hours. Finally, our
analysis of the impact of trace uncertainties and individual device variation on diffusion potential reveals large differences
based on the selected assumption and chosen source devices. We discuss these results and their implications for wireless
peer-to-peer networks.

Keywords: manets, content-diffusion, contact-networks, spatiotemporal-networks, network-simulation

1. Introduction

Enabling wireless user devices to directly share common-
interest content is a conceptually attractive approach to
enhancing wireless networks. Each user device caches con-
tent retrieved from the infrastructure and makes it trans-
parently available to colocated peers, either pre-emptively
or on demand. Devices’ content demands are preferentially
served from a nearby peer with the infrastructure serving
as a fallback when a cached copy is unavailable. The po-
tential benefits of such a scheme include higher through-
put, lower latency, greater spectrum reuse, extended net-
work coverage and reduced load on infrastructure.

1.1. Motivating Example

We present a mobile map sharing application as a mo-
tivating example. Suppose User A is using their mobile
device to navigate a geographic region after having down-
loaded the region’s map from the infrastructure (e.g. a cell
tower or wireless access point). Now suppose User B enters
the same region and encounters User A. User A proceeds
to pre-emptively share the map data with User B. Shortly
afterwards, User B would also like to view a map of the
region. Rather than having to retrieve the mapping data
from the infrastructure, User B already has a local copy

∗Corresponding author
Email addresses: bryce.m.thomas@gmail.com (Bryce Thomas),

raja.jurdak@csiro.au (Raja Jurdak), ian.atkinson@jcu.edu.au
(Ian Atkinson)

available received earlier from User A. We highlight several
potential benefits of this peer sharing:

• Being in close geographic proximity allows the de-
vices to transmit at lower power, reducing battery
consumption and increasing opportunities for spec-
trum reuse in adjacent areas.

• User A and B can establish a short-range dedicated
connection, increasing throughput. This is particu-
larly important if User B were to retrieve the map
on demand, rather than receiving it pre-emptively.

• The devices can communicate with very low latency
as a result of the short-range nature of the connec-
tion and because the devices are not contending with
other devices for access to the infrastructure. Again,
this is important for on-demand retrieval.

• If User B is not in range of the infrastructure, User
A effectively extends User B’s coverage by making
otherwise unreachable content available.

• Finally and in many cases most importantly, load
has been taken off the fixed wireless infrastructure.
Wireless infrastructure and cellular data infrastruc-
ture in particular is often viewed as being in a per-
petual state of underprovision. Partially offloading
content delivery from the infrastructure onto a Mo-
bile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) may prove a useful
strategy for reducing the necessary cost or frequency
of infrastructure upgrades.

Preprint submitted to Ad Hoc Networks January 14, 2015



Continuing the maps example, assume that some time
later User A transitions to a new geographic region. As
a result of A’s mobility, maps of the prior region are now
available to devices in the new region. This is an example
of how content may spread with the aid of device mobility.

We have presented mapping as just one motivating
example of MANET-based content sharing via diffusion.
The use cases of content diffusion however generalise to
any application premised on or enhanced by the ability
to move content quickly and efficiently. Content diffusion
may prove particularly useful for other applications which
like maps exhibit locality of reference [1] in content inter-
ests, i.e. content interests tend to be spatially and/or tem-
porally correlated. This includes web content, app content
and even personal area networks (PANs) where a single
user carries multiple cloud-connected devices synchroniz-
ing identical data.

1.2. Contributions

Though wireless peer-to-peer (P2P) content sharing
presents as an intellectually attractive approach to im-
proving network efficiency and performance, a lacuna ex-
ists in the literature around real-world parameters influ-
encing content diffusion potential. Existing works [2, 3]
explore some facets of epidemic content diffusion includ-
ing the resulting network topologies and diffusion poten-
tial under various constraints on participation. Our ear-
lier work in [4] provides a preliminary examination of how
site, time of day, day of week, number of content sources
and empirical patterns of content demand influence con-
tent diffusion potential in wireless LANs. In the present
paper we build on our prior work by analyzing the im-
pact of uncertainty and variation in trace-driven diffusion
simulations. We find diffusion potential to be relatively
sensitive to the assumptions chosen to compensate for in-
herent timing uncertainties in wireless LAN traces. We
also find a relatively large amount of variability in diffu-
sion potential between individual content source devices.
We discuss currently accepted assumptions of the research
community as they pertain to inferring device encounters
and highlight why verifying the validity and then perhaps
improving these assumptions would be beneficial.

1.3. Paper Structure

The following section covers related work. Section 3
provides background information on the area of content
diffusion and formally defines how device encounters are
inferred from wireless LAN traces. Our primary wireless
LAN trace, the UQ trace, is described in Section 4, along
with its uncertainties. Our first set of simulations ana-
lyze universal diffusion on the UQ trace, i.e. how quickly
an arbitrary piece of content might spread throughout a
network. These simulations are described in Section 5
and the results are presented in Section 6. Our second
set of simulations focus on a realistic application-specific
use-case for content diffusion—diffusing electronic maps.

Our application-specific simulations are based off both the
UQ trace and empirical real-world “app” usage statistics
collected from the separate JCUNav trace. The JCU-
Nav trace and our application-specific simulations are de-
scribed in Section 7. Section 8 provides a discussion of our
findings regarding the impact of trace uncertainties and
presents avenues for future work. Section 9 concludes the
paper.

2. Related Work

Our work fits broadly into the existing body of research
around MANET [5] communications and Delay Tolerant
Networking (DTN) [6]. Though present-day device and
protocol support for seamless device-to-device communi-
cation is somewhat deficient, we are particularly motivated
in our analysis by promising next generation protocols like
Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [7]. The pertinent fea-
ture of CCN (and similar protocols) is enabling trustwor-
thy content to be retrieved from untrusted hosts.

Most directly related to our work are empirical studies
of device mobility and encounters and the ad hoc content
diffusion opportunities these create. Eagle & Pentland [8]
recorded 9 months of Bluetooth encounters of 100 mobile
devices given to students and faculty at MIT university.
Wang et al. [9] recorded 3 days of Bluetooth encounters of
41 “iMote” devices given to participants at the 2005 Info-
com conference. Su et al. [3] recorded device encounters
of two groups of students given PDAs, each group being
around 20 students in size and the two experiments lasting
2.5 and 8 weeks respectively. Hsu & Helmy [2] analyzed
device encounter patterns in traces collected from four uni-
versity campuses and the Infocom 2005 conference.

Of the aforementioned works, [2] and [3] explicitly an-
alyzed ad hoc multi-hop message dissemination facilitated
by device mobility and encounters. Our own work compli-
ments these prior studies by i) analyzing site, time of day,
day of week and number of content sources as diffusion
parameters and i) providing new findings on application-
specific diffusion, trace uncertainties and diffusion varia-
tion. Furthermore, we perform our simulations using a
late 2012 trace, which compared to traces used in past
studies is i) substantially newer (in some instances over a
decade so) ii) larger in size and iii) collected with greater
temporal and procedural consistency across sites.

A number of other studies [10, 11, 12, 13] have charac-
terized wireless network usage and user behavioural pat-
terns. In addition to these, there have been a multitude of
works on mobility models intended to describe the move-
ment of devices in space and time, many of which are re-
viewed in [14]. Again our work is complementary to these
studies, though we focus specifically on information diffu-
sion potential in the context of empirical data, not network
characterization or mobility modelling.
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3. Background and Definitions

3.1. Opportunistic Mobile Content Diffusion

Opportunistic mobile content diffusion refers to the dis-
semination of content directly between mobile devices dur-
ing incidental encounters, i.e. where and when opportuni-
ties naturally arise. Content may originate directly from
a device or have been downloaded from an infrastructure
network at an earlier point in time. For example, a sensor
reading may originate from a mobile device, while a cached
web page originates from an Internet-connected infrastruc-
ture network. Once one or more mobile devices possesses
a given piece of content, that content can be shared di-
rectly with other mobile devices. These other devices may
then further propagate the content causing a (time respect-
ing [15]) transitive spread of content throughout the net-
work. Even a device with no interest in a piece of content
may act as a data mule [16] who receives, caches and then
further propagates the content during subsequent oppor-
tunistic encounters.

3.2. Ideal Diffusion

We define ideal diffusion as a special case of oppor-
tunistic content diffusion that takes place every time an
opportunity arises. Essentially this is a form of flooding—
each time two devices encounter, they share with one an-
other their respective contents.

3.3. Universal Ideal Diffusion

One of the simplest questions that can be asked about
ideal diffusion potential is what is the maximum percent-
age of all devices in a network that an arbitrary piece of
content might reach after a given amount of time? Univer-
sal ideal diffusion (referred to simply as “ideal diffusion”
from hereon forward) can be simulated by firstly selecting
a start time and assigning one or more devices as content
“sources”. These sources then act as origins of diffusion,
sharing content with each encountered device. At each
time step where either a device enters the network for the
first time or content is shared, the percentage of devices
in the network which have received the content is recal-
culated. Later in Section 5.2, we formally define the un-
reachable ratio which measures the proportion of devices
in the network yet to receive the diffusing content.

3.4. Application-specific Diffusion

While universal diffusion gives a broad idea about the
intrinsic diffusion potential of a network, it is also possible
to analyze diffusion potential in the context of real-world
application demand. In this paper we define application-
specific diffusion simulations to be those which account
for realistic patterns of content demand, both in absolute
scale of interested users and the times at which content is
desired. Though not considered in this paper, application-
specific diffusion simulations may model other factors such

as willingness to participate and minimum connection du-
rations required for various content transfers to take place.
Later, in Section 7.2, we formally define the cache miss ra-
tio as our metric for measuring application-specific diffu-
sion potential. This describes the proportion of interested
devices in the network which successfully received the de-
sired content from the P2P network, i.e. without having
to resort to the infrastructure.

3.5. Wireless LAN Trace-Driven Simulations

In this paper we focus on understanding the content
diffusion potential of large Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs) based on trace-driven simulations. To be of use
in diffusion simulations, a wireless LAN trace should for
each session that has taken place in the network include a
record of i) connection time ii) disconnection time, iii) a
unique access point (AP) identifier and iv) a unique user
device identifier. From these records it is possible to infer
encounters between user devices by identifying concurrent
connectivity of devices to a given access point.

3.6. Wireless LAN Encounter Definition

In WLAN traces, mutual transmission range may be
approximated by simultaneous connectivity of a and b to
a given AP. We follow below with a formal definition of en-
counters in the context of WLAN traces where encounters
are inferred based on concurrent connectivity to a static
intermediary (i.e. the AP):

Let Id,p = {[jd,p,1, kd,p,1], ..., [jd,p,n, kd,p,n]} be the set
of intervals during which device d was connected to ac-
cess point p, where kd,p,i < jd,p,i+1. We then define the
encounter set between devices d and e at p as:

Ed,e,p =
⋃

Id,p ∩
⋃

Ie,p (1)

As an example, suppose devices d and e were connected
to p for intervals {[10, 20], [25, 30], [32, 45]} and {[18, 22], [41, 60]}
respectively. Then:

Id,p = {[10, 20], [25, 30], [32, 45]}
Ie,p = {[18, 22], [41, 60]}

Ed,e,p =
⋃
{[10, 20], [25, 30], [32, 45]} ∩

⋃
{[18, 22], [41, 60]}

= {10...20, 25...30, 32...45} ∩ {18...22, 41...60}
= {18...20, 41...45}

indicating d and e encountered at p during the interval set
{[18, 20], [41, 45]}.

Our encounter definition is equivalent to that used by
Hsu & Helmy in [2] and is only an approximation of actual
encounters. The first key assumption is transitive reach-
ability, i.e. if devices d and e are in transmission range
of AP p, then d and e are in transmission range of each
other. The second key assumption is that d and e never
encounter at p unless both are simultaneously connected
to p. Clearly these assumptions do not capture verbatim
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real-world encounters—devices connected to the same AP
may not be in mutual transmission range, devices con-
nected to different APs may be in transmission range and
devices may encounter one another outside of the range of
APs. Though imperfect, our encounter definition serves as
a useful approximation and is consistent with the earlier
work of Hsu & Helmy in [2]. Throughout this paper we
will however draw attention to the sensitivity of diffusion
results as they pertain to assumptions about other sources
of uncertainty. In doing so we highlight why encounter def-
initions and other uncertainties still ought to be validated
and improved upon accordingly by the broader research
community.

4. The UQ Trace and Uncertainties

4.1. The UQ Trace

The UQ trace is a record of all IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi)
Access Point (AP) sessions collected from the multi-site
University of Queensland (UQ) wireless network between
Nov. 27–Dec. 11, 2012. The trace contains 549,002 ses-
sions from 23,931 unique MAC addresses connecting to
3,081 APs across 24 discrete geographic sites. Sites in-
clude university campuses, hospitals, research stations and
AP installations at other UQ-affiliated locations through-
out the state of Queensland, Australia. Each record in the
trace corresponds to a single session whose details include
i) connecting MAC address, ii) AP name, iii) site name,
iv) session start time and v) session end time.

Most of the 24 sites in the UQ trace are relatively small
with fewer than 50 APs. As our primary interest in this
paper is content diffusion potential at large sites, we limit
our analysis to the 5 sites with 50 or more APs. Our anal-
ysis excludes one unknown “site” with 337 APs known as
“Root Area”. The Cisco Network Control System Con-
figuration Guide [17] suggests that Root Area is a default
label applied to APs which do not belong to a particular
site or at least have not had any site-specific label applied.
The session volume over time for each of the 5 selected sites
is illustrated in Figure 1 and each site’s numeric proper-
ties and general characteristics are summarized in Table
1. For convenience, Table 1 includes the derived ratios
MACs:APs, sessions:MACs and sessions:APs which we
refer to when describing our results in section 6.

4.2. Session Timeframe Uncertainties

A degree of uncertainty exists in the start and end
times of sessions in the UQ trace. The first cause of this
uncertainty is a trace collection infrastructure which sam-
ples and timestamps information about users connected to
each access point periodically rather than instantaneously.
The second cause of uncertainty arises from the fact that
the collection infrastructure times out users after 30 min-
utes of inactivity, though does not explicitly record in
which sessions this timeout has occurred. For content
diffusion analyses in Sections 6 and 7 of this paper, we
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Figure 1: Per-site session volume.

present our findings under both optimistic and pessimistic
session length assumptions which take into account these
uncertainties.

4.2.1. Periodic Timestamping

UQ deploy Cisco APs which are centrally managed by
a Cisco Network Control System (NCS) [17]. The NCS pe-
riodically polls APs for information about currently con-
nected users. Importantly, the NCS does not use precise
timestamp information from APs about the time individ-
ual users connect or disconnect. Rather, the NCS applies
its own current timestamp at the time the data is recorded.
This implies that session start and end timestamps which
appear in our trace are greater than or equal to the true
time at which the corresponding event occurred. More
formally, for a session recorded as spanning the time in-
terval [u, u′], the real session time interval is [v, v′] such
that v ≤ u and v′ ≤ u′. Based on empirical observation,
we add the further constraint that u ≤ v′, leaving us with
v ≤ u ≤ v′ ≤ u′. The subtle implication of this constraint
is that a session which both starts and ends inside of a
single reporting interval never appears in our trace. When
analyzing the trace, we noticed that very short sessions
never occurred. We conjecture that internally the Cisco
NCS compares an AP’s connected users across consecutive
reporting intervals to infer which users have disconnected
during the interim. When a user connects and disconnects
during a single reporting interval, neither report witnesses
the connection and so the session is never recorded.

The NCS uses a nominal polling interval of 5 minutes.
Reporting is a low priority task competing with other tasks
for computational resources and so some variation exists
around the nominal 5-minute interval. The nature of the
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Table 1: Properties of the analyzed sites.
Site Name MACs APs Sessions MACs:APs Sessions:MACs Sessions:APs Environment
St Lucia 20 339 2 005 448 136 10.14 22.03 223.5 Large university campus
Gatton 731 258 13 867 2.83 18.97 53.75 Medium university campus
Herston 1 323 115 19 066 11.50 14.41 165.79 Medium university campus on hospital grounds
Ipswich 469 167 5 736 2.80 12.23 34.35 Medium university campus
P.A. Hospital 782 92 12 095 8.50 15.47 131.47 Hospital

Table 2: Optimistic and pessimistic session length adjustments.

Source of uncertainty
Adjustment Periodic Times-

tamping
Connection
Timeouts

Opt. start −10 minutes -
Opt. end - -
Pess. start - -
Pess. end −10 minutes −30 minutes iff

session > 30 min-
utes

trace makes it impossible to precisely determine the time
period between any two consecutive reports. This is be-
cause i) no explicit report ID is recorded in the trace and
ii) a single report may take on the order of seconds to
complete, resulting in sessions with different timestamps
even within a single report. Therefore it can be uncer-
tain whether sessions with close but different timestamps
belong to the same or different reports. We can however
determine the distribution of gap sizes between all chrono-
logically consecutive session start or end timestamps to get
an approximate idea of typical reporting intervals. Fig-
ure 2 is a histogram of the non-zero gap sizes between
chronologically consecutive timestamps in our trace. As
can be seen, gap sizes are typically on the order of 5 min-
utes, with some variation. Gap sizes of 1 minute or less
are likely sessions being recorded as a part of a single re-
port, while gap sizes between 1 and 5 minutes may either
result from a single slow report or commencement of a
new report. We note additional smaller peaks around 10
and 15 minute gap sizes. We suggest such peaks may be
caused by low traffic periods during which not a single new
user connected or disconnected from the network during a
given reporting interval. This would result in one or more
empty reports causing the gap size between consecutive
timestamps in the trace to widen to approximately some
multiple of 5 minutes.

Based on the gap sizes in Figure 2, our first step in
deriving pessimistic and optimistic traces from the original
trace is to make the following adjustments:

• pessimistic: subtract 10 minutes from reported ses-
sion end times, leave reported session start times in-
tact. Subtracting 10 minutes from the reported ses-
sion end time ensures the derived session will in the
majority of cases end at a time prior to when the ses-
sion truly ended. Leaving the reported session start
time as-is ensures that the derived session starts at
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Figure 2: Gap sizes (minutes) between chronologically consecutive
start (left) and end (right) timestamps in the source trace. Times-
tamps with zero gap omitted.

least as late as the session truly started.

• optimistic: leave reported session end times as is,
subtract 10 minutes from reported session start times.
Leaving the session end time as-is ensures the derived
session ends at least as late as the real session. Sub-
tracting 10 minutes from the reported session start
time ensures the derived session will in the major-
ity of cases start at a time prior to when the session
truly started.

4.2.2. Connection Timeouts

The second form of session duration uncertainty is caused
by timed out connections—some 802.11 devices will oc-
casionally fail to explicitly disconnect from the network
upon leaving. The Cisco hardware from which our trace
is derived disconnects such users from the network au-
tomatically after a 30-minute window of inactivity. For
those users who have timed out, we would like to subtract
30 minutes from the reported session end time. Unfortu-
nately, our trace does not distinguish between users who
have explicitly disconnected from the network and those
which have timed out. For sessions longer than 30 min-
utes in duration, there is therefore no way to tell whether
the user explicitly disconnected from the network or was
subject to the 30-minute timeout. Again, we make session
start and end time adjustments to derive pessimistic and
optimistic traces:

• pessimistic: for all sessions reported as longer than
30 minutes in duration, subtract 30 minutes from
the reported end time. Subtracting 30 minutes from
the end time of all sessions longer than 30 minutes
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Algorithm 1 Universal Diffusion Simulations.

1: function Run Universal()
2: sites = {St. Lucia, Gatton, Herston,

Ipswich, P.A. Hospital}
3: times = {Wed 12:06PM Nov 28,

Thu 04:52AM Nov 29,
Sat 03:38PM Dec 01, Sun 04:56AM Dec 02}

4: sources = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}
5: for ∀〈s, t, u〉 ∈ {sites× times× sources} do
6: simulate(s, t, u)
7: end for
8: end function
9:

10: function Simulate(site, start, sourceCount)
11: for i = 1 to 50 do
12: sourceMACs = RandSources(site, start,

sourceCount)
13: SimulateDiffusion(site, start, sourceMACs)
14: end for
15: end function

ensures that the duration of any timed out session is
not overestimated. The side effect is that any session
longer than 30 minutes which did not timeout also
has its duration shortened in the derived trace.

• optimistic: leave all session end times as is. Leav-
ing session end times as-is ensures the derived ses-
sions end at least as late as the real sessions ended.
The side effect is that sessions which did timeout are
overestimated in duration by 30 minutes.

We summarize all optimistic and pessimistic session
adjustments in Table 2.

5. Simulating Universal Diffusion

5.1. Simulation Overview

We perform multi-site, multi-source simulations for a
variable number of source devices, variable diffusion start
times and under both pessimistic and optimistic session
length assumptions. Our simulation models ideal content
diffusion by means of Discrete Event Simulation (DES)
implemented as a set of custom Shell, Python and Go
scripts. In total we perform 10,000 universal content diffu-
sion simulations. This entails simulating all combinations
of 5 sites, 5 quantities of content source devices, 4 diffusion
start times and 2 assumptions. For each combination, we
perform 50 trials (5 × 5 × 4 × 2 × 50 = 10, 000), where
each trial elects a random set of devices to act as content
sources. The RUN UNIVERSAL() function in Algorithm
1 summarises this procedure which is run over optimistic
and pessimistic input traces separately.

The 5 simulated sites are those shown in Table 1. As
previously mentioned, these are the five largest sites in the
UQ trace. The 4 diffusion start times are chosen to occur
during traffic periods corresponding to i) a weekday peak
ii) a weekday trough iii) a weekend peak and iv) a week-
end trough. These times are summarized in Table 3. Each
simulation commences with 1, 2, 4, 8 or 16 selected devices

Table 3: Diffusion start times and traffic level (concurrent sessions)
they represent.

Time Traffic Characteristic
Wed 12:06PM, Nov 28 Weekday Peak
Thu 04:52AM, Nov 29 Weekday Trough
Sat 03:38PM, Dec 01 Weekend Peak
Sun 04:56AM, Dec 02 Weekend Trough

as content sources. Though source devices are selected at
random for each of the 50 trials, they are subject to the
constraint of having to be present in the network (con-
nected to an AP) at the relevant diffusion start time. This
ensures diffusion commences concurrently from all source
devices. Note that for any single trial, source devices are
sampled without replacement and so each source device
is unique. Across multiple trials however, source devices
are sampled with replacement. Therefore |F ∩ F ′| ≥ 0
for source device sets F and F ′ sampled for two different
trials.

An event in our DES is when a device either connects
to or disconnects from an AP. When a connection event
occurs, we record the device as connected and look for
other devices simultaneously connected to the same AP. If
the device which has just connected possesses the content
being diffused (either because it’s a source device or has
received it from someone else), it shares the content with
all simultaneously connected devices at the same AP. If
a device already connected to the AP possesses the con-
tent, then that device shares the content with the newly
connected device. When a disconnection event occurs, we
remove the record of the device being connected to the AP.

5.2. The Unreachable Ratio

The unreachable ratio, coined by Hsu & Helmy in [2],
is the name of the metric used to describe the percentage
of all devices in a network yet to receive a piece of content
being diffused. The unreachable ratio is defined as:

u =
(|A| − |B|)− (|C| − |B|)

|A| − |B| (2)

where A is the set of all devices seen since diffusion
began, B is the set of source devices and C is the set of
all devices that have received or always possessed a copy
of the diffusing content.

The unreachable ratio changes over time and is recalcu-
lated whenever a new device enters the network or content
is shared with a device. When a device enters the network
for the first time, the unreachable ratio increases. When
a device receives content, the unreachable ratio decreases.
Note that a device’s exit from the network does not affect
the unreachable ratio—the unreachable ratio is calculated
over all devices seen so far, not all devices instantaneously
connected.
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Figure 3: Time taken to reach a 50% unreachable ratio (days).
Striped squares indicate insufficient source devices were available to
run the simulation, with the exception of Herston with 1 source
device/pessimistic assumption/Saturday peak which simply never
reached the 50% unreachable ratio.

6. Universal Diffusion Results

6.1. Results Presentation Overview

Throughout this section, we refer to Figures 3, 4, 5
and 6 to illustrate our findings.

Figure 3 is a heatmap of the time taken for the unreach-
able ratio to drop to 50% under all combinations of the
simulated parameters. The purpose of Figure 3 is to pro-
vide a coarse summary measure of diffusion performance—
the time taken for diffused content to reach half of all de-
vices in the simulated network.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 depict the unreachable ratio over
time for each site using different combinations of diffusion
start time and number of content sources. The results
in Figure 4 and Figure 5 are based on the previously de-
fined pessimistic and optimistic assumptions respectively.
Whereas Figure 3 presents a coarse measure of diffusion
(time to 50% unreachable ratio), Figure 4 and Figure 5
offer a more detailed view of the progression of informa-
tion diffusion over the simulated period. The unreachable
ratio as presented in each line in Figure 4 and Figure 5
is an average calculated over the 50 trials of information

diffusion we perform for each combination of 〈site, session
length assumption, diffusion start time, number of content
sources〉.

Figure 6 is designed to quantify the variation in diffu-
sion performance across individual trials. That is, whereas
Figure 4 and 5 illustrate the overall expected level of diffu-
sion potential, Figure 6 highlights how some individual de-
vices can be more effective at diffusing content than others.
All results in Figure 6 are based on simulations conducted
using a single source device starting at the Weekday Peak
time (see Table 3).

6.2. Analysis Across Simulated Parameters

6.2.1. Influence of Site

The most obvious finding in Figure 4 and Figure 5 is
that the rate of information diffusion is dependent on the
site analyzed. Recall that all site traces were collected
in a uniform time period, under a single administrative
domain, are all from 802.11 Wi-Fi networks and were all
processed in the same manner. The difference in rate of
diffusion cannot therefore be discounted as caused by het-
erogeneous trace sources. It is not completely clear what
the dominant drivers are behind this variation, though we
follow with a preliminary hypothesis.

St Lucia, by far the largest site, has a very strong ten-
dency to outperform other sites in content diffusion under
all parameter combinations, with only a small number of
exceptions in the first few days of diffusion. St Lucia also
has the highest ratio of sessions:APs and sessions:MACs

and the second highest ratio of MACs:APs, as seen in Ta-
ble 1. All else being equal, higher values for these three
ratios would increase the rate of information diffusion, as
they imply higher levels of network activity. We therefore
offer the hypothesis that St Lucia demonstrates superior
diffusion capability as a result of either its generally higher
rate of campus activity or larger size. Ipswich, the small-
est site as measured by both unique MACs and number
of sessions, has a relatively strong tendency to underper-
form other sites in information diffusion with a few ex-
ceptions. Ipswich also has the lowest ratios of MACs:APs,
sessions:APs and sessions:MACs. Again, all else being
equal, these lower ratios would adversely affect diffusion
performance. As such, we offer the hypothesis that Ip-
swich demonstrates inferior diffusion capability either as
a result of its generally lower rate of campus activity or
smaller campus size. We acknowledge that the size/ratios
hypothesis alone is not enough to fully explain the ob-
served behaviour and that further investigation is needed
to discover other contributing factors. For example, the
relative diffusion performance of P.A. Hospital, Gatton
and Herston shows less uniformity across simulation pa-
rameters, even though these three sites vary substantially
in size and ratios as shown in Table 1.

6.2.2. Influence of Number of Source Devices

Intuitively, increasing the number of devices acting as a
content source increases the rate at which content diffuses
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Figure 4: Unreachable ratio based on number of source devices and diffusion start time (pessimistic).
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Figure 5: Unreachable ratio based on number of source devices and diffusion start time (optimistic).
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throughout the network. In our simulations, the change
in rate of information diffusion as a function of using a
higher number of source devices is in fact monotonically
non-decreasing. This is because the source devices used in
a simulation with i source devices are a subset of those used
in the otherwise same simulation with j source devices,
where i < j.

We note that additional source devices often make a
marked difference on the rate of diffusion, particularly over
the short-term. Over the longer term, we observe that the
number of source devices has relatively little influence on
diffusion potential and is often negligible by the end of
the trace period. This finding suggests that much of the
benefit of additional source devices is in the form of con-
tent reaching devices sooner, though most of these devices
would receive the same content in due course with fewer
sources, albeit not as quickly.

6.2.3. Influence of Day and Time

Day and time appears to affect the rate of diffusion dif-
ferently depending on site and number of source devices.
For example, by comparing across individual rows in Fig-
ure 3 one can observe that there is no strict ordering of
light and dark cells which applies to all rows. One pattern
we did observe in Figure 4 and Figure 5 is that when diffu-
sion begins on a weekend there tends to be more activity in
the upper left hand corner of the subplot. We conjecture
that the lower session volume during the weekend period
(see Figure 1) translates to fewer opportunities for con-
tent to diffuse and so the rate of diffusion tends to remain
low over the weekend. As a rule, diffusion tends to take
longer to reach the 50% unreachable ratio (Figure 3) when
starting on weekends, though this pattern is not universal.

6.2.4. Influence of Session Length Assumption

The general patterns of content diffusion are compa-
rable between simulations performed over the pessimistic
and optimistic traces. Comparing Figure 4 and Figure 5
side by side, we do however note meaningful absolute dif-
ferences in rates of diffusion, particularly over the short-
term. This finding suggests that assumptions around trace
uncertainties may not drastically affect the general diffu-
sion behavior, though may meaningfully bias absolute re-
sults.

6.3. Diffusion Potential Variation Across Devices

Figure 6 demonstrates substantial variation in rates of
diffusion across randomly selected source devices. We note
to the reader that due to a flaw in visual perception, hu-
mans tend to incorrectly estimate the relative gap sizes
between two lines with widely varying slopes [18]. Even in
the St Lucia case, where the shaded region appears small
due to this phenomenon, the gap size measured vertically
is quite large in many regions.

6.3.1. Short-term Variation

Nearly all sites exhibit low to moderate variation in
diffusion potential over the short-term (< 1 day), as the
unreachable ratio tends to be uniformly high when content
is just starting to diffuse. St Lucia is a notable exception,
with P95−P05 ≈ 0.5 near the beginning of the trace. Given
that St Lucia has already been identified as the site with
the greatest content diffusion potential, it is not surprising
to find some simulations in which a low unreachable ratio
is realized almost instantaneously, increasing variation.

6.3.2. Medium-term Variation

We observe at all sites a moderate to large variation
in unreachable ratio at some point over the medium-term
(≈ 1 day–9 days). In some cases, P95 − P05 & 0.5. Gener-
ally speaking, it is medium-term diffusion potential which
exhibits the greatest variability.

6.3.3. Long-term Variation

We note that in about half of all cases the variability
seems to decrease substantially nearing the end of the trace
period, often such that P95 − P05 < 0.2. In other cases,
the variability remains much higher even nearing the end
of the trace, sometimes with P95 − P05 ≈ 0.5. St Lu-
cia is the only site which exhibits low long-term variation
under both optimistic and pessimistic session length as-
sumptions. Ipswich, Gatton and P.A. Hospital all exhibit
low long-term variation under optimistic assumptions, but
higher variation under pessimistic assumptions. Herston
reverses this pattern, with relatively low long-term vari-
ation under a pessimistic assumption but high variation
under an optimistic assumption.

6.3.4. Variation Summary

All sites are susceptible to widely varying diffusion
potential across source devices at one point or another
throughout our simulations. For those wishing to accu-
rately model content diffusion or design applications where
the diffusion potential of individual devices is important,
we suggest that the variation in diffusion potential across
individual devices is an important consideration.

7. Simulating Application-Specific Diffusion

In this section we examine a concrete use case of in-
formation diffusion—sharing electronic maps. Our simu-
lations draw upon both the UQ trace and the JCUNav
trace (described next) to model diffusion of maps between
wireless devices. From the UQ trace we use the same set
of sessions and inferred encounters used earlier in our uni-
versal diffusion simulations. We then project the daily
and hourly usage patterns from the JCUNav trace (Fig-
ure 7 and Figure 8) onto the UQ trace to simulate demand
for maps throughout each simulated day and quantify the
number of users whose demand could have been served
from the MANET.
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Figure 6: Variation in unreachable ratio across random trials. Black lines depict the average. Shaded regions depict 5th–95th percentile
around the average.
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Figure 7: Probability density—number of map users on any given
day.

7.1. The JCUNav Trace

JCUNav [19] is a popular Apple iOS mobile campus
navigation application at James Cook University (JC U,
not UQ), written and maintained by the primary paper
author. For 450 days spanning 6th September, 2012–29th
November, 2013, application usage statistics were gath-
ered from JCUNav using the Flurry Analytics [20] logging
framework. Two key pieces of information were extracted
from the logged data: i) a count of daily JCUNav users
each day over the trace period and ii) a frequency dis-
tribution aggregated over the entire trace period describ-
ing the daily distribution of application usage delineated
into 24 1-hour buckets. Figure 7 illustrates the distribu-
tion of number of daily JCUNav users (Freedman-Diaconis
binning [21]). Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of ap-
plication usage throughout the day, retaining the original
hourly binning of the JCUNav trace.
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Figure 8: Probability density—number of map users in any given
hour of the day.

7.2. Simulation Overview

Using the first seven days of trace from the St Lucia
campus (the largest site in the UQ trace), we simulate
ideal maps diffusion over seven discrete time periods, one
period for each day of the week. For each day we perform
50 simulation trials and average the results. Our map de-
mand simulations are summarised in Algorithm 2 which is
run over optimistic and pessimistic input traces separately.
Each key step is described in more detail shortly.

The previously covered UQ trace describes device en-
counters though does not describe application usage pat-
terns of the studied devices. Conversely, the JCUNav trace
describes application usage patterns of a set of studied
devices though does not describe device encounters. To
simulate diffusion of maps, we therefore project the usage
patterns of the JCUNav trace onto the encounter pattern
of the UQ trace. We describe our procedure for achieving
this in the following steps, which we perform for each in-
dividual simulation. We perform 50 simulation trials for
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each of the 7 days under both pessimistic and optimistic
assumptions, for a total of 50× 7× 2 = 700 simulations:

• Draw one random sample from the daily users prob-
ability distribution in Figure 7 (Algorithm 2, Line
12). This will be the number of users who would like
a copy of the map in a given simulation.

• Multiply the random sample by the UQ scale coef-
ficient (Line 14). The UQ St Lucia campus popu-
lation is larger than the JCU Townsville population
by around a factor of three and so we must multiply
the daily user counts by the UQ scaling coefficient—
3. Let the result of this multiplication be called n.

• Multiply n by the day of week scale coefficient (Line
15). The level of campus activity at UQ varies de-
pending on the day of the week, particularly between
weekdays and weekends. To account for this vari-
ability, we apply a scaling factor that is equal to the
number of UQ network users on the given simulation
day divided by the average number of UQ network
users across all simulation days. Table 4 lists the
scale factor for each day of the week under both pes-
simistic and optimistic session length assumptions.
Let the result of this multiplication be m.

• Randomly sample m times from the time of day dis-
tribution illustrated in Figure 8 (Line 17). The m
sampled times become the individual times of day
each map requesting user would like to see the map,
and we call this vector T . A limitation of the JCU-
Nav trace is that there is no way to discern between
users who are on and off campus. As a simplifying
assumption, we assume a user to be on campus if the
map is requested between 7am-7pm and off campus
otherwise. Any time t ∈ T that falls during an off
campus period is discarded from T (Line 18), essen-
tially reducing the number of requesting users for the
simulation day to only those who requested the map
while on campus.

• For the given simulation day, assign one device DEVt

from the UQ mobility trace to each time t ∈ T .
DEVt must be a device that is online in the UQ
trace at time t, as we make the simplifying assump-
tion that a user on campus is always connected to
an access point and recall that all of our users in T
are considered on campus.

At this stage, we have assigned a randomly chosen set
of devices to serve as users interested in the map on a given
day, and have defined the time of day each individual user
requests the map. We then construct a DES similar to
that described earlier in Section 5. This time however,
rather than beginning the simulation with a fixed number
of content sources, we add “demand” events corresponding
to each time of day a device would like to view the map. A
demand event can result in one of two outcomes: i) a cache

Algorithm 2 Maps content demand simulation.

1: function Run App Specific()
2: days = {Wed Nov 28 7am–7pm, ...,

Tue Dec 4 7am–7pm}
3: site = St Lucia
4: for ∀〈d, s〉 ∈ {days× site} do
5: simulate(d, s)
6: end for
7: end function
8:
9: function Simulate(day, site)

10: for i = 1 to 50 do
11: . returns scalar
12: numUsers = SampleDailyUsers()
13: uqCoefficient = 3
14: numUsers ∗= uqCoefficient
15: numUsers ∗= ScaleFactor(day)

16: . returns list of length |numUsers|
17: dT imes =SampleDemandTimes(numUsers)
18: dT imes ={d | d ∈ dT imes ∧ d ≥ 7am ∧ d ≤7pm}
19: SimulateDiffusion(day, site, dT imes)
20: end for
21: end function

Table 4: Day of week scale factors.

Day Pessimistic Optimistic
Monday 1.322 1.286
Tuesday 1.337 1.297

Wednesday 1.369 1.330
Thursday 1.359 1.337

Friday 1.175 1.178
Saturday 0.24 0.307
Sunday 0.198 0.265

miss: the device does not currently possess the map and
so must retrieve the map from the infrastructure or ii) a
cache hit : the device has received the map via diffusion at
some time prior to when it would like to view the map, in
which case there is no need to resort to the infrastructure.
As in the universal content diffusion, the content (in this
case the map) diffuses between devices when a device with
the content encounters a device without the content. For
the map simulation, the first demand event will always
result in a cache miss, as nobody in the network possesses
the map. This first device is then capable of spreading
the content via diffusion. Each subsequent map demand
may either result in a cache hit or cache miss, depending
on whether the map reached the demanding device via
diffusion before being requested.

There are a few additional assumptions worth not-
ing. Firstly, we break the simulations down into individ-
ual days, rather than running a single simulation over the
entire trace period. Secondly, we assume that the map
content is flushed from all user’s caches at the end of the
day. This has to do with a limitation of the JCUNav trace,
which is that there is no way to identify which users are
repeat users across multiple days, meaning it is not pos-
sible to establish who already does and does not have the
map over two or more consecutive days.
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The measure we are interested in for the map diffusion
simulation is the cache miss ratio, defined simply as:

z =
CacheMisses

CacheHits + CacheMisses
(3)

The cache miss ratio z reflects the number of times
a device which would like the map has to resort to the
infrastructure, as opposed to receiving the content ahead
of time via diffusion. A lower cache miss ratio therefore
implies a more effective MANET.

7.3. Simulation Results

Figure 9 and Figure 10 illustrate the simulation re-
sults. We note firstly the pronounced difference in rate
of diffusion between weekdays and weekends, with week-
days demonstrating greater diffusion potential. This re-
sult is consistent with our earlier findings in universal dif-
fusion. Though particular days clearly demonstrate su-
perior diffusion potential even when controlling for week-
days/weekends, the exact order is not consistent between
pessimistic and optiistic simulations. For example, after 12
hours Sunday has more diffusion potential than Saturday
in pessimistic simulations, while the pattern is reversed
in optimistic simulations. Similar reversals are observable
between weekdays also.

Aside from the re-ordering of some day’s diffusion po-
tential between optimistic and pessimistic simulations, we
draw attention to substantial absolute differences in dif-
fusion potential based on the chosen assumption. Under
the pessimistic assumption weekends and weekdays exhibit
cache miss ratios of around 95–87% and 78–72% respec-
tively. In constrast, under optimistic assumptions these
ratios fall to around 69–61% and 40–28%. For weekends
this represents a difference of over 25% and for weekdays
a difference of as much as 40%. As absolute differences
these are non-trivial and again demonstrate the sensitiv-
ity of diffusion potential to trace uncertainties.

8. Discussion and Future Work

The results presented in this paper elucidate a number
of tangible factors influencing rates of information diffu-
sion. However, our comparison of diffusion potential un-
der optimistic and pessimistic assumptions also highlights
diffusion’s sensitivity to trace uncertainties. Some traces
like the UQ trace embed uncertainties regarding session
start and end times which are the result of periodic rather
than instananeous sampling of connected devices. Other
forms of uncertainty however are more general and intrin-
sic to wireless traces collected from the view of the wireless
infrastructure. Namely:

Disconnection time errors: ideally, associations in wire-
less networks are explicitly terminated by either the user
or infrastructure device. In practice , a user device may
simply travel out of range of the infrastructure or oth-
erwise fail to explicitly request a disconnection. In such
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Figure 9: JCUNav diffusion partitioned by day (pessimistic).
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Figure 10: JCUNav diffusion partitioned by day (optimistic).

cases, wireless networks such as 802.11 (Wi-Fi) typically
rely on inactivity timeouts to trigger session termination.
A Wi-Fi timeout may be on the order of 30 minutes, as
is the case in the UQ trace. This creates a session end
time uncertainty leaving no way to determine the portion
of the timeout period simply spent inactive versus actually
absent from the network. Moreover, a device which both
exits and re-enters the network inside the timeout window
may never be flagged as having been disconnected for the
period of absence.

Encounter inference errors: Our own study as well as
prior work [2] have made the simplifying assumption that
simultaneous connectivity of devices to an access point im-
plies the devices are in transmission range of each other.
As described earlier, this assumption inevitably induces
both errors of ommission and commission—devices not
simultaneously connected to an AP may actually be in
transmission range and devices which are simultaneously
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connected to an AP may not be in transmission range. As
with disconnection uncertainties, the magnitude of this er-
ror remains unquantified.

Given the differences we observed in diffusion poten-
tial between optimistic and pessimistic session length as-
sumptions, we suggest an important area of future work
will be addressing the aforementioned spatial and tempo-
ral trace uncertainties. We suggest that a valuable contri-
bution in this area would be an encounter trace collected
from the device’s point of view, rather than the infras-
tructure. Though examples can be found in the literature
of where this has been done, they tend to be susceptible
to one or more of the following problems: i) the exper-
iment is contrived [3, 9, 8] (e.g. devices handed out to
graduate students) ii) the sample size is small (e.g. 10–300
devices) [3, 9, 22, 8] iii) the instrumented devices are geo-
graphically sparse [22] iv) the trace is dated [3, 9, 8]. One
avenue for collecting this data within a university or or-
ganization may be to instrument one or more site-specific
“apps” on smartphones and tablets to gather such data.
For example, the majority of students at university X may
have the official X app installed, making for a large sample
that is geographically dense, less contrived and recent.

Another area for future research is broadening the scope
of analyzed trace environments. Also of interest is un-
derstanding the way in which the next generation of net-
worked devices and applications intend on harnessing MANET
communication to enhance the utility of wireless devices
beyond what is possible in infrastructure-only networks.
While analysis of device encounters has been seen many
times in the literature, there is a lacuna around how these
encounters are (if at all) being used today for content dis-
semination and a need for a less scattered and more sys-
tematic review of their proposed uses in future.

9. Conclusion

Our analysis of MANET-based content diffusion re-
veals several important factors influencing diffusion poten-
tial. Firstly, the rate at which content spreads through-
out a network is highly site-dependent, even across sites
of the same type (university campuses) and even when
the trace collection is controlled for both network type
and collection period. Secondly, the time at which con-
tent is introduced into the MANET greatly influences the
success of information diffusion over the short-term. In
particular, content introduced into the network over the
weekend suffers higher initial delay in reaching other de-
vices than content which is introduced during the work-
ing week. This finding is consistent across both univer-
sal diffusion and application-specific diffusion simulations.
Thirdly, the number of source devices used to diffuse a
message can greatly influence the rate of diffusion, partic-
ularly over the short-term.

One of the key contributions of this paper is to high-
light the impact of the aforementioned parameters on dif-
fusion potential. Another equally important contribution

however has been to illustrate that assumptions that are
chosen when confronted with trace uncertanities can lead
to large absolute differences in results. In our simulations
of maps diffusion for example, we observed a 25–40% dif-
ference in diffusion potential between pessimistic and op-
timistic assumptions after 12 hours. In addition to trace
uncertainties, we have also highlighted in this paper that
there exists substantial variation in diffusion potential be-
tween devices—a fact easy to overlook when results are
presented simply in terms of averages. We expect this as-
pect of our analysis to motivate the research community
towards refining common assumptions and documenting
intrinsic variations around averaged results.
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Paper 4 – Diffusion in Colocation

Contact Networks: the Impact of

Nodal Spatiotemporal Dynamics

The fourth and final peer-reviewed article of the thesis has been submitted for

consideration to PLOS ONE and is titled Diffusion in Colocation Contact Net-

works: the Impact of Nodal Spatiotemporal Dynamics. In the prior two papers,

the focus was on establishing how various real-world parameters influence rate of

spreading. In the final paper, we instead focus on developing a set of generalizable

null models for shuffling colocation contact networks in a manner which allows

one to separately isolate the impact of different spatiotemporal correlations.

The phrase null models is purported to have been coined in 1981 by ecologists

Robert K. Colwell and David W. Winkler [45]. In theoretical ecology, null mod-

els are used to ‘randomize away’ some ecological process while holding constant

other aspects of the data. This is in turn used to reason about the role of non-

randomness in the process under consideration in influencing some ecological

outcome.
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Similar to ecological null models, in the study of mathematical graphs, null models

are used to randomize one or more aspects of a graph in order to determine

the influence of initially non-random graph features on some observed outcome.

Prior graph null models have focused on rewiring existing graphs, such that one

or more of the graph’s properties is randomized while other graph properties are

maintained. That is, the null model takes as its input a graph and generates

as its output a graph with certain features decorrelated. In the following paper,

we instead introduce the notion of inducement-shuffled null models, in which the

events which led to the graph in the first place are randomized in one or more

ways, rather than randomizing the graph itself. The input to an inducement-

shuffled null model is not a graph, but rather a set of events on which a graph’s

structure is predicated. The output of an inducement-shuffled null model is a new

set of events, where one or more aspects of those events has been randomized

(decorrelated). An inducment-shuffled null model exerts its influence over the

structure of a graph not by modifying the graph itself, but rather indirectly by

altering the events underlying the calculation of the graph in the first place.

As is elucidated in the paper, inducement-shuffled null models allow us to es-

tablish how the spatiotemporal behavior of nodes impacts the rate of diffusion,

through controlled randomizations of (T)imes, (L)ocations and (N)odes (TLN).

In line with the earlier subject matter of the thesis, we apply the inducement-

shuffle null models to the same wireless mobile device session trace and measure

rates of diffusion. As noted in the paper, we anticipate the inducement-shuffled

null models we present may find broader applications throughout the field of

complex networks.

The included copy of the manuscript which follows is the authors’ preprint.
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Abstract

Temporal contact networks are studied to understand dynamic spreading phenomena such as communicable
diseases or information dissemination. To establish how spatiotemporal dynamics of nodes impact spreading
potential in colocation contact networks, we propose “inducement-shuffling” null models which break
one or more correlations between times, locations and nodes. By reconfiguring the time and/or location
of each node’s presence in the network, these models induce alternative sets of colocation events giving
rise to contact networks with varying spreading potential. This enables second-order causal reasoning
about how correlations in nodes’ spatiotemporal preferences not only lead to a given contact network
but ultimately influence the network’s spreading potential. Under each of the presented null models we
measure both the number of contacts and infection prevalence as a function of time, with the surprising
finding that the two are not strongly related. We find the correlation between nodes and times to be the
greatest impediment to spreading while the correlation between times and locations slightly catalyzes
spreading, though only in the absence of other correlations.

Introduction

Complex networks [1–3] as a unified framework can describe a wide range of systems including the Internet
and World Wide Web [4], biological systems [5–7] and social networks [8–10]. Dynamical processes taking
place on networks, such as information diffusion or epidemic spreading, are strongly influenced by the
structure and organization of networks [3]. For a long time, studies on the interplay between network
structure and dynamical processes have been focused on static networks [11, 12]. Recently, attention
has turned to the study of more complicated systems, in which dynamical processes are taking place on
temporal networks with time-varying structures [13,14]. Underlying factors in these systems that drive the
evolution of temporal networks can subsequently impact the embedding dynamic phenomenon. Identifying
these factors and their intrinsic association with the process is crucial for unravelling the complexity of
these systems, as well as modelling, predicting and controlling the dynamic phenomenon.

Contact networks are one important instantiation of temporal networks that model either the logical
or physical contacts between individuals. Examples of the former include long-range communications such
as phone calls or email. Examples of the latter include colocation-driven short-range communications such
as face-to-face human contact [15, 16] or proximity-based direct wireless transmissions [17]. Unlike logical
contact networks, physical (i.e. colocation) contact networks are predicated on spatially constrained
copresence and depend on mobility for broadscale spreading. The spatiotemporal dynamics of the actors
(nodes) in such networks is therefore a critical determinant of spreading potential.

One of the best available sources of empirical data on colocation contact (also known as “encounter”)
networks comes from electronic mobile wireless device traces [17]. These traces typically describe either
directly recorded encounters between devices [18–21] or encounters which are inferred based on mutual
presence at a known location [21,22]. Much work has been devoted to the analysis of these traces, often
in terms of their static network-theoretic properties and in some instances also in terms of spreading
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potential. For example, the authors in [20–22] all explicitly analyzed ad hoc [23] multi-hop message
dissemination [24] facilitated by device mobility and encounters, the latter work being our own performed
over the same trace analyzed in this paper. While many attempts have been made to model such networks,
a lacuna exists insofar as there is no structured framework for establishing how node’s spatiotemporal
preferences impede or catalyze spreading potential. It is to this matter that we direct our attention in
this paper.

One of the core tools for relating observed spreading behavior of a network quantity (e.g. virus,
information) to idiosyncratic network features are null models [25,26] which separately destroy correlations
in a network’s contact structure. By simulating spreading on both the real and null networks one can
establish to what extent certain correlations catalyze or impede spreading. Prior null models [25] have
focused on contact shuffling—given a set of nodes connected by timestamped links, these models shuffle
the links in one of a number of ways to retain certain correlations while destroying others. For example, the
author’s in [25] applied null model contact shufflings to a mobile call network (MCN) in which nodes were
mobile subscribers and links were placed between caller/callee pairs and annotated with one or more call
timestamps. A limitation of contact shuffled null models as applied to colocation-based contact networks
is that they cannot draw any association between spatiotemporal dynamics and spreading. Rather, the
models consider the contact network independent of the nature of the events which led to the contacts in
the first place.

In this paper we propose an alternative way of generating network null models through a method we
refer to as inducement shuffling—shuffle the events on which contacts are themselves predicated and so in
the process induce a modified set of contact events. Inducement shuffling possesses the attractive property
of enabling second-order causal reasoning about spreading behavior. With contact shuffling it is only
possible to state how characteristics of the contact network itself influence spreading. With inducement
shuffling one can state how the nature of the events that lead to the contact network in the first place
influence spreading. We present our inducement-shuffled null models based on the theme of node, location
and time which we use to decorrelate spatiotemporal node preferences. We apply the null models to an
empirical trace in which (i) nodes are mobile wireless electronic devices such as smartphones, tablets
and laptop computers (ii) locations are Access Points (APs) in a large university campus network and
(iii) times are the times at which given devices were connected to given APs. Contacts in our empirical
trace are predicated on device colocation. That is, two devices simultaneously present at a given location
are connected by a timestamped link in the inferred contact network. Through inducement shuffling
we destroy node’s time and location preferences, i.e. we decorrelate the relationships between nodes,
times and locations. This in turn leads to a different set of colocation events and thus a modified contact
network is induced. For the original and each induced contact network we simulate diffusion of a quantity
starting from a randomly infected node under the Susceptible-Infected (SI) infection model [27]. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, the present work is the first to take a null models approach to isolating
spreading impediments and catalysts in colocation-driven contact networks. More importantly, we believe
the inducement-shuffled null models to be the first to enable reasoning about the second-order causal
relationship between the events on which the contact network is predicated and subsequent spreading
potential. Though motivated in the context of a wireless mobile device contact trace, we believe the
inducement-shuffled null models presented in this paper may find broader applications, some well outside
computer networks.

Materials and Methods

Dataset

Our work utilizes a wireless IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) network trace collected by the University of Queensland
(UQ) Australia describing device sessions at individual access points (APs) in a large university network
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over a 14 day period between Tue Nov 27 17:39:12 AEST 2012–Tue Dec 11 17:29:16 AEST 2012 . Each
session record in the UQ trace includes (i) the unique MAC address of the connecting mobile device (ii)
session start time (iii) session end time (iv) AP name and (v) site. We clean the trace by discarding 1,462
sessions with no end time (active when trace collection ceased) and 1 session with zero duration (start =
end). A further 1,279 sessions are discarded as specifying no AP. After cleaning, the UQ trace retains
546,260 sessions from 23,895 devices over 3,079 APs at a total of 24 discrete geographic sites. In this paper
we focus only on the largest site in the UQ trace—the St Lucia campus. The St Lucia campus is a large
university campus accounting for 445,867 sessions from 20,308 devices over 2,004 APs. After filtering on
(v) to extract the St Lucia trace from the UQ trace, we then use (i)–(iv) to construct the minimum dataset
for our analysis which consists of a set of session 4-tuples, each of the form 〈N,Tstart, Tend, L〉. These
4-tuples fully describe which (N)ode (MAC address) partakes in a session at what (T )ime (start and end)
and at what (L)ocation (AP), i.e. they encode the information about the spatiotemporal patterns of
nodes. We refer to these 4-tuples simply as the “session tuples” from this point onwards. Note that nodes
and locations just happen to be defined in terms of MAC addresses and APs respectively in our analysis.
The notion of nodes and locations may be generalized to accommodate equivalent entities specific to the
network under consideration.

Contact Inference

The session tuples extracted from our original dataset and later reconfigured by our inducement shufflings
do not explicitly describe contacts between pairs of wireless mobile devices. Rather, as is done in [21] we
infer contact from colocation—two devices connected to the same AP at the same time are assumed to be
in transmission range and so inferred as making “contact”. As noted by the authors in [21], this inference
is an approximation. Devices connected to the same AP may not be able to communicate directly, devices
connected to different APs may be able to communicate and some contacts take place outside the range
of APs. Still, it is believed to be a reasonable approximation in the network under consideration. Contact
inference translates the session tuples into a set of 5-tuples of the form 〈Ni, Nj , Tstart, Tend, L〉, describing
the location and duration of a contact between devices Ni and Nj (i 6= j). For our spreading analysis
we rely only on the first three fields of the 5-tuples i.e. 〈Ni, Nj , Tstart〉, which describes the initiation of
contact events. We refer to these 3-tuples simply as the “contact tuples” from this point onwards.

Contact Shuffling

As a preamble to our main inducement shuffling results, we apply the pre-existing contact-shuffled null
models presented by the authors in “Small but slow world” [25] to our originally inferred contact network.
This allows us to compare and contrast spreading behavior against that observed in prior work. We refer
to these earlier null models simply as the “SBSW” or “contact-shuffled” null models. The SBSW models
were previously applied to a number of contact networks, most notably a large Mobile Call Network (MCN)
with timestamped links between caller/callee pairs. The authors use strings of capital letter abbreviations
in naming the contact-shuffled null models, where each letter represents a retained correlation. These
correlations are (D)aily pattern i.e. overall event frequency, (C)ommunity structure, (W)eight topology
correlation (B)ursty event dynamics on single links and (E)vent-event correlations between links. Below
we reproduce verbatim the description of the SBSW null models, more details about which can be found
in the original paper:

– DCWB (equal-weight link-sequence shuffled): Whole single-link event sequences are randomly
exchanged between links having the same number of events. Temporal correlations between links
are destroyed.

– DCB (link-sequence shuffled): Whole single-link event sequences are randomly exchanged between
randomly chosen links. Event-event and weight-topology correlations are destroyed.
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– DCW (time-shuffled): Time stamps of the whole original event sequence are randomly reshuffled.
Temporal correlations are destroyed.

– D (configuration model): The original aggregated network is rewired according to the configuration
model, where the degree distribution of the nodes and connectedness are maintained but the topology
is uncorrelated. Then, original single-link event sequences are randomly placed on the links, and
time shuffling as above is performed. All correlations except seasonalities like the daily cycle are
destroyed.

Inducement Shuffling

Our main results are based around the inducement-shuffled null models presented below which are framed
in terms of (T)imes, (L)ocations and (N)odes. The input to our inducement models are the session tuples.
The output is a set of new session tuples of equal length with one or more of the correlations between
pairs of T, L and N destroyed. We perform contact inference on the output sessions using the method just
described to arrive at a set of new contact tuples. We reiterate that because inducement shuffling results
in a different set of colocation events, it implicitly induces a modified contact network during contact
inference, rather than explicitly reconfiguring the contact network itself.

The listing below describes each of the new inducement null models. Each model’s abbreviation is
based on paired capital letters which indicate the retained correlation(s) between times, locations and
nodes. For example, the null model LN-TN retains (L)ocation/(N)ode and (T)ime/(N)ode correlations.
LN retains only (L)ocation/(N)ode correlation. Under this notation, the original session trace could also
be referred to as LN-TN-TL as correlations are retained between all pairs of location, node and time.
Note that our inducement models only destroy correlations between the three variables—they do not alter
the independent frequency distribution of times, locations and nodes. Moreover, session durations are
always retained. That is, even if session times are shuffled, pairs of start and end times always move
together. The inducement models are summarized in Table 1 in addition to the detailed listing below.
Note that the final column of Table 1 includes spreading prevalence at 1 day, the meaning of which will
become clear when we explain spreading dynamics shortly.

– LN-TN (group by node, shuffle times): sessions are first grouped by node. For each grouping, the
list of time pairs are shuffled (i.e. each start/end pair is exchanged with another pair in the same
group). Grouping by node acts to “loosely bind” nodes and times—although the times are shuffled,
they are always reallocated to the same node and therefore only the binding between times and
locations is destroyed. i.e. LN and TN correlations are retained while TL correlation is destroyed.

– TL-LN (group by location, shuffle nodes): sessions are first grouped by location. For each grouping,
the list of nodes are shuffled. Again, grouping acts as a loose binding mechanism keeping the
same location/node association. i.e. TL and LN correlations are retained while TN correlation is
destroyed.

– LN (shuffle times): time pairs of the entire trace are shuffled. LN correlation is retained while TN
and TL correlations are destroyed.

– TN (shuffle locations): locations of the entire trace are shuffled. TN correlation is retained while
LN and TL correlations are destroyed.

– TL (shuffle nodes): nodes of the entire trace are shuffled. TL correlation is retained while LN and
TN correlations are destroyed.

– ∅ (shuffle locations, shuffle nodes): locations of the entire trace are first shuffled and then nodes of
the entire trace are shuffled. All correlations between time, location and node are destroyed.
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In total there are 23 = 8 potential models (including Original) based on which if any of the correlation
pairs chosen from (LN, TN, TL) are retain during shuffling, however we omit one null model TL-TN from
our analysis. TL-TN would in theory group by time and shuffle locations in order to destroy only the
location/node (LN) correlation. Unlike location and node however, time is not a categorical variable and
so grouping would require a discretization of times into an arbitrary number of slots. It is not readily
apparent why one number of slots should be chosen over any other and so we leave contemplating TL-TN
for future work.

We note that in our trace, locations are inherently discrete—individual APs with known identifiers.
The inducement-shuffled null models do however generalize to broader settings, provided locations can
be discretized. For example, a trace of mobile wireless bluetooth contacts annotated with known GPS
coordinates might be discretized into a grid of lat/lon squares or geographically clustered. On the other
hand, a contact network with no known locations (e.g. email) is not amenable to shuffling with the models
presented in this paper. Moreover, though we focus our own simulations on a contact trace predicated on
colocated wireless devices, the theme of times/locations/nodes is generalizable in the context of contact
inference.

Spreading Dynamics

We model spreading atop of all contact networks using the Susceptible-Infected (SI) infection model [27].
Nodes in the SI model are in one of two states: (S)usceptible or (I)nfected. State change is unidirectional
with nodes graduating from S to I upon satisfying the infection condition—in our trace, colocation of a
susceptible and infected device. Under the SI model, infection prevalence is monotonically nondecreasing
as a function of time growing until all devices reachable from initial conditions are infected.

Similar to the work in [25], we start by first infecting a randomly chosen node at a randomly chosen
contact event. The chosen event’s timestamp is interpreted as the simulation trial start time t = 0. We
restrict the random sampling of the initial event to the first 4 days of trace to ensure a minimum of
10 days simulation “runway” before reaching the end of the trace. This 4/10 partition provides ample
sampling opportunity across peak and trough traffic periods as well as weekdays and weekends while
allowing enough simulation runway to observe the prevalence growth pattern. After sampling the initial
infection event, we discard those contacts that occur either prior to the event or > 10 days after the event.
This ensures all simulations run exactly 10 days, preventing a non-uniform number of samples beyond the
10-day period (e.g. only initial infection events sampled from within the first 12 hours of trace would
have known prevalence at 13.5 days). We proceed to calculate the prevalence denominator N as equal to
the size of the Largest Connected Component (LCC) of the aggregated 10-day contact network which
typically consists of the majority of all devices (> 95%) in the period. Note that on rare occasions the
initially sampled device will fall outside of the LCC. In this case we simply resample until the device
is a part of the LCC. Starting at the initial infection and stepping chronologically through the contact
sequence we then simulate the SI model of ideal diffusion whereby a susceptible device becomes infected
upon contact with an already infected device. We denote the set of infected devices at time t as I(t)
and the infection prevalence at time t as P (t) = |I(t)|/N . We perform a total of 250 random spreading
trials (different starting nodes) and average the results. In the supporting material we also provide a
comprehensive pairwise comparison of spreading potential for all inducement-shuffled null models along
with standard errors around the averaged results.
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Results and Discussion

Spreading Under Contact Shuffling

In Figure 1 we present the spreading results under the pre-existing SBSW contact-shuffled null models on
the St Lucia contact sequence.

We first note that the time to near full prevalence in our trace is on the order of a few days, in
comparison to 100’s of days in [25]. Moreover, a clear “wavestep” pattern emerges—relatively flat periods of
spreading interleaved with growth periods. In preparing our results we plotted individual trials separately
and found the diurnal pattern of session volume lead to an even more pronounced wavestep pattern, with
most spreading happening during high traffic periods i.e. during the day and particularly during the
working week. What is seen in Figure 1 is merely an attenuated version of this phenomenon—simulation
trials implicitly begin more often during busy periods as such events constitute the preponderance of the
sampling pool, which tends to temporally align the averaged results “in phase”.

Interestingly, the prior work in [25] found that DCWB and Original diffused at nearly identical rates
whereas our results show DCWB being substantially faster than Original. This suggests that temporal
link correlations alone are a substantial impediment to spreading in our trace unlike in prior work. We
find that further destroying link weights (DCB) or bursty single-link event sequences (DCW) leads to
little difference in spreading versus DCWB. Again this finding contrasts the prior work which suggested a
clear spreading relationship between the three: DCW > DCB > DCWB. We conjecture that link weights
and bursty single-link event sequences make little difference in our trace due to the relative homogeneity
of link weights—most device contacts occur only once (Table 2). This means destroying weight or bursty
event correlations does little to perturb our contact network. By comparison, the MCN in [25] we calculate
to have average link weight χ ≈ 34 (306× 106 calls on only 9× 106 links), whereby destruction of link
weights or bursty event sequences would lead to substantial perturbation. Finally, consistent with [25] we
find D to spread fastest. We note however that the marginal difference is less than observed in the prior
work.

Spreading Under Inducement Shuffling

We now present our main result in Figure 2—the subsequent rate of spreading as a function of time after
inducement shuffling of the session records. Table 1 also summarizes the prevalence at 1 day.

The original trace is found to spread slower than all of the inducement-shuffled null models, indicating
the combined effects of location/node, time/node and time/location correlations result in the slowest
spreading. Destroying the time/location correlation with LN-TN only marginally accelerates spreading
and further destroying the location/node correlation in TN produces little further acceleration. In contrast,
destroying the time/node correlation with TL-LN substantially accelerates spreading. LN alone also
spreads relatively quickly suggesting time/node correlation as the common theme of slow spreading.
Though it is interesting that some crossover is observed around 2–5 days between TL-LN and LN, there is
little statistical strength to the statement that LN is ever truly faster which is made clear by comparing
TL-LN and LN in Figure 8 (Supporting Information). TL and ∅ occupy the top echelon with respect to
speed of spreading. This indicates two things: (i) location/node correlations have some impeding effect on
spreading (TL being faster than TL-LN) and (ii) as we will show next, relatively fast spreading prevails
even in the absence of the contact frequency advantage of time/location correlation (TL produces more
contacts than ∅ but both spread relatively quickly). In summary, time/node correlation is found to be the
main impediment to spreading with location/node correlation playing a smaller role.
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Contact Frequency and Spreading

To explore the spreading propensity observed under each of the inducement-shuffled null models, we check
whether some null models might simply be producing more contact events than others. In this section we
plot both the number of contacts as a function of time and the prevalence as a function of contacts in
order to establish the strength of the relationship between contact volume and spreading potential. We
separate our plots into total and unique contacts. That is, the tally of all contact events including repeats
and the tally of unique contact links between node pairs respectively.

Cumulative Contact Frequency

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the number of contacts as a function of time for each of the inducement models,
for total contacts and unique contacts respectively.

We begin by elucidating the total contact counts in Figure 3. All contact tallys exhibit the characteristic
diurnal stepping pattern of five weekdays interleaved with two weekend days. Original and TL grow at
essentially the same rate (overlapping lines) as they both retain the correlation between times and locations
leading to the same number of total colocation events. We say “essentially” rather than “exactly”, as all
null models which decorrelate time and node (TL-LN, LN, TL, ∅) can occasionally produce “imaginary”
contact events whereby a node is colocated with itself. Such events are discarded during contact inference
and so are not accounted for in our tallys. For TL we find these imaginary contacts account for a negligible
portion of all contact events (< 0.03%) and so TL appears to overlap Original. TL-LN on the other hand
is clearly illustrates the imaginary event phenomenon. In fact, the delta between Original and TL-LN in
Figure 3 is a direct measure of the the number of discarded imaginary contacts under TL-LN shuffling
which we find typically runs around 3%. It is interesting to note that LN is the only other shuffling with
non-negligible imaginary events, again around 3%. The implication is that individual nodes likely have a
strong affinity for specific locations (retained by *LN) leading to a (relatively) high number of imaginary
events when the timing of node’s presence in the network is shuffled. LN-TN produces the fewest total
contacts indicating that correlated times and locations are the largest driver of contact volume in the
Original trace. Further destroying either the location/node or time/node correlation as is done by TN
and LN respectively increases total contacts. We expect that TN, LN and ∅ all produce the same number
of total contacts as they all have the same expected number of nodes at a given location at a given time.
The observed disparity of LN having fewer total contacts than TN and ∅ is simply attributable to the
≈3% of imaginary contacts produced and discarded under LN shuffling.

We now turn our focus to the unique contact counts in Figure 4. Again, all contact tallys exhibit
the characteristic diurnal stepping pattern being strongly driven by macro-scale periodic activity in the
network. Whereas the original trace produces the most total contacts (in a tie with TL and TL-LN
before discarding imaginary contacts), it also produces the least unique contacts. This suggests the
“mixing” effect of the null models which increases unique contacts tends to be stronger than the opposite
hindering effect the null models sometimes have on total contact volume. LN-TN and TL-LN produce
approximately the same number of unique contacts which implies that destroying either time/location or
time/node correlation has about equal effect on unique contacts. Destroying time/location and time/node
correlations leaving only location/node correlation (LN) further increases unique contact. TN and ∅
produce still more unique contacts, possibly because the aforementioned affinity of devices for specific
locations which is retained in LN had a stronger impeding effect on new unique contacts than does node’s
time preferences. TL leads to the most unique contacts, likely because it retains the total contact boost
driven by node’s preferences to be in the same location at the same time with the added benefit of mixing
which nodes partake in the contact event.

As a final point of comparison between Figures 3 and 4 we note how unique contacts are always
within a factor of 2.5 of total contacts. Again referring to Table 2, this is likely a by-product of a contact
network whose original link “weights” as measured by repeat contact count are quite low versus the MCN
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analyzed in [25] (average link weight χ ≈ 34).
Already Figures 3 and 4 appear to suggest that there is a weak relationship between a null model’s

propensity to produce contact events and its subsequent spreading potential. We now proceed to plot
contacts versus prevalence where this will become even more obvious.

Contacts vs. Prevalence

Figures 5 and 6 plot prevalence as a function of the number of total and unique contacts respectively. It
is now immediately evident that some inducement-shuffled null models are far more “efficient” at reaching
a given prevalence in terms of requiring far fewer contact events. What is less obvious is why?

It is interesting to note that this disparity in spreading efficiency has also been implicitly observed
both in this paper and prior work [25] under contact shuffling. This follows from the fact that contact
shuffling inherently retains the same total contact frequency as a function of time, even after shuffling.
Although unique (non-repeat) contacts may deviate from the original trace throughout the simulation
period under D and DCW shufflings, these also equalize to that of the original trace by the end of the
simulation. In any case, DCWB and DCB which match Original in both total and unique contacts at each
time step present with drastically superior diffusion potential (on a per-contact basis) than the original
trace in our analysis. We suggest that future work may wish to further explore the relationship between
both the static and temporal structures of contact-shuffled and inducement-shuffled networks. Doing so
may reveal common emergent properties such as statistical similiarities that offer a unified explanation to
the disparity of spreading efficiency.

Conclusion

This paper has analyzed impediments and catalysts to spreading in a contact network through the
introduction of a set of inducement-shuffled null models which separately destroy the correlations between
times, locations and nodes. The inducement-shuffled null models have enabled second-order causal
reasoning about the observed spreading propensity. That is, how is spreading affected by the idiosyncratic
behavior that lead to the observed contact network in the first place, rather than how the observed
contact network alone affects spreading. Among our main observations is that (i) spreading is primarily
impeded by time/node correlation and (ii) though correlations have a slowing effect in general, retaining
time/location correlation alone proves an exception which slightly increases the rate of spreading versus a
network with all correlations destroyed. Furthermore we have demonstrated a curious disparity between a
null model’s ability to produce frequent contact events and its propensity to promote spreading. Finally,
we have found that under pre-existing contact-shuffled null models temporal link correlations are the main
spreading impediment in our trace, in contrast to earlier reported results.

We conclude by proposing a number of avenues for future work. Firstly, there are several areas already
alluded to in this manuscript. These are (i) defining and justifying appropriate grouped shuffling models
on non-categorical variables such as time (ii) establishing if and how “imaginary” contact events between
a node and itself ought to ever be avoided in shuffling and (iii) clearly articulating the conditions which
may lead to large disparities between contact volume and prevalence. More broadly, it would be useful to
explore whether the abstraction of times, locations and nodes generalizes well to other types of contact
networks, particularly those which do not operate at human scale (e.g. cellular level networks). Complex
networks in itself offers a unified framework for contemplating a diverse range of systems and so we
expect that some subset of these may well be framed in a similar null model construction to that used
in this paper. Moreover, there may exist alternative null model abstractions that will afford the same
second-order causal reasoning about the nature of spreading in other types of contact networks. We urge
the reader to consider what these abstractions might be.
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Figure Legends
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Figure 1. (color online) Fraction of infected devices |I(t)|/N as a function of time, for the
original contact trace and “Small But Slow World” null model contact shufflings. Each line
is based on a uniformly spaced sampling of prevalence over time. Note that the sampling resolution of
lines is higher than their respective markers, as we only plot every n-th marker (n > 1) to minimize visual
clutter. This (not fitting) is the reason for nonlinearity between plotted points. The same applies for the
other plots presented throughout this paper.
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Figure 2. (color online) Fraction of infected devices |I(t)|/N as a function of time, for the
original contact trace and inducement-shuffled null models.
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Figure 3. (color online) Total cumulative contacts as a function of time, for the original
contact trace and contact traces induced by inducement shuffling.
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Figure 4. (color online) Unique cumulative contacts as a function of time, for the original
contact trace and contact traces induced by inducement shuffling.
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Figure 5. (color online) Fraction of infected devices |I(t)|/N as a function of the number of
total contacts, for the original contact trace and inducement-shuffled null models.
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Figure 6. (color online) Fraction of infected devices |I(t)|/N as a function of the number of
unique contacts, for the original contact trace and inducement-shuffled null models.

Tables

Table 1. Null model summary and prevalence at 1 day ± standard error of the mean.

Shuffling LN TN TL |I(1 day)|/N
Original X X X 33.4%±0.6%
Group node, shuff. time X X 35.0%±0.6%
Group location, shuff. node X X 44.6%±0.8%
Shuffle time X 46.5%±0.8%
Shuffle location X 37.3%±0.6%
Shuffle node X 50.5%±0.8%
Shuffle location, shuffle node - - - 50.3%±0.7%
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Table 2. Number of repeat contacts

repeats count
1 385 453
2 70 092

> 2 96 298

Supporting Information Captions

We include Figures 7 and 8 to enable the interested reader to more closely compare pairwise prevalences
under the inducement-shuffled null models. Figure 7 is designed primarily for macro-scale comparison of
prevalences, i.e. approximately how much faster or slower is one shuffle versus another. By comparing
specific row and columns the reader can easily see any large difference in prevalences as a function of time
of a specific pair of shufflings as the y-axis scale encompasses the maximum absolute differences. Figure 8
on the other hand is designed for micro-scale comparison of prevalences. The y-axis has been zoomed,
which hides differences of large magnitude but allows the reader to more clearly visualize standard errors
and overlaps between prevalence pairs. This is designed in particular to allow the reader to gauge whether
small but perceivable prevalence differences in Figure 2 are of much statistical significance. For example,
the reader might notice the brief crossover between LN and TL-LN in Figure 2 and be curious how
significant this result is. By comparing LN and TL-LN in Figure 8 one is then able to ascertain that there
exists relatively large standard errors around both LN and TL-LN at the time of this measurement and
so it is not likely to hold that TL-LN is ever faster than LN with much statistical significance. On the
other hand, the reader may be interested in where there are clear differences, such as between TL and LN
where there is a substantial amount of space between the two prevalences (TL being faster).
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Figure 7. (color online) Macroscale prevalences over time of all shuffling pairs compared.
The x-axis of each subplot is time and spans the 10-day simulation interval, domain [0,10]. The y-axis of
each subplot is the column label’s prevalence subtracted from the row label’s prevalence and spans the
range interval [-0.3,0.3] i.e. 30% either side of the blue dotted line which is centered at 0.0. The gray
shaded region around each black line (very small in most plots but visible at high zoom) is the standard
error of the mean of the row label’s prevalence. The gray shaded region around the center dotted blue
line is the standard error of the mean of the column label’s prevalence.
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Figure 8. (color online) Microscale prevalences over time of all shuffling pairs compared.
This figure is the same as Figure 7, the only difference being that the y-axis range has been zoomed to
the interval [-0.015,0.015] i.e. 1.5% either side of the dotted blue line instead of 30% either side. This
highlights the standard error of the mean more clearly and allows one to more easily establish regions of
overlap between the reference and comparison’s standard errors giving a better idea of where differences
are of lower statistical significance.
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Conclusion

50 years ago, few people would have envisioned just how profound an impact com-

puters would come to have on society today. Through an almost unfathomable

series of consistent long-term improvements in computer hardware, that which

once cost millions of dollars and occupied a large room has been superseded by

that which costs less than $100 and fits in your pocket. This ongoing miniatur-

ization of computer electronics has led to devices becoming increasing mobile and

increasingly wireless. For the present day Internet dominated by content distri-

bution and retrieval, the proliferation of wireless mobile devices presents both

challenges and opportunities around fast and efficient content delivery.

In recent times, huge geographically distributed Content Delivery Networks(CDNs)

have proven their utility as a means of improving content distribution and re-

trieval. Much of the benefit of CDNs is derived from proximity to end users,

achieved by situating servers inside Internet Service Providers’ (ISPs’) Points of

Presence (PoP). The logical progression to the ‘final frontier’ of CDNs is to con-

template distribution networks in which the ‘leaf node’ client devices themselves

act as content caches.

This thesis has analyzed spreading potential predicated on device colocation and
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mobility using the graph abstraction of a temporal contact network. The thesis

has also elucidated complementary near-term practical improvements being built

on top of existing network protocols, namely, SPDY as a drop-in replacement for

HTTP.

Our initial publication was a technical overview of the SPDY protocol and its

performance optimizations. SPDY has since gone on to form the basis of HTTP

2.0 and this paper has served as a point of contrast between near-term network

research and the long-term network research which has received most of our at-

tention in this thesis. In our second and third publications we provided empirical

results on the diffusion potential of a large campus network parameterized around

(i) time of day, (ii) day of week, (iii) site and (iv) number of content sources. In

our final publication we proposed a set of general null models which can be used

to decorrelate any spatiotemporal contact network predicated on colocation. We

applied these models to the same contact trace analyzed in our earlier papers to

determine the impact of nodes’ spatiotemporal preferences on spreading.

8.1 Summary of Contributions and Results

The main contributions and results of the thesis are summarized as follows:

• We have shown diffusion potential to be highly dependent on site, day of

week and the number of content sources. Larger sites with more activity

appear more amenable to diffusion and weekdays diffuse more quickly than

do weekends. More content sources increases the initial rate of diffusion,

though has little substantial impact longer term.

• Trace timestamp uncertainties can have a meaningful impact on rates of

diffusion, though mostly in absolute terms. The overall patterns of diffusion

hold irrespective of the compensating assumption chosen.
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• Diffusion rates can vary widely across individual source devices—some source

devices simply have a propensity to result in far faster diffusion than others.

• With no compensating adjustments for trace timestamp uncertainties, up

to a third of application requests could theoretically be satisified over a

12-hour period for the mobile maps use case analyzed in the thesis. In the

optimistic case this increases to 70% of requests in the same 12-hour period.

• We have introduced a set of null models which can be used to decorrelate the

spatiotemporal node preferences of any colocation-driven contact network.

This can in turn be used to allow second-order causal reasoning about how

the time and location preferences of nodes not only influence the number

of contact events but also the subsequent rate of spreading.

• With respect to spatiotemporal node preferences, we find the correlation

between nodes and times to be the greatest impediment to spreading. The

correlation between times and locations slightly catalyzes spreading, though

only in the absence of other correlations.

• Contact frequency and diffusion potential are surprisingly only loosely re-

lated. Certain shufflings of spatiotemporal node preferences produce con-

tact networks which are more ‘efficient’ or ‘amenable’ to content spreading

on a per-contact basis.

• Null models applied to the studied wireless trace suggest the impact of

contact correlations has a greater slowing effect on diffusion than suggested

by prior works.

8.2 Challenges, Limitations and Future Work

As is perhaps the case with many research projects, the research performed for

this thesis has not come without challenges and limitations and there is always
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room for future work. In this section we highlight several prominent examples.

8.2.1 Access to Empirical Data

One of the greatest hurdles faced by the author was gaining access to empirical

data. As mentioned earlier in the preamble to the first paper, the author had

originally planned to gain access to complete application layer packet traces de-

scribing the content byte strings traversing the network. The objective was to

simultaneously identify duplicate byte strings along with time-respecting mobil-

ity paths between pairs of devices. This would have served as direct evidence of

redundant content which one user could have shared with another. For example,

if (i) User A downloaded content X at time t1, (ii) User B downloaded content X

at time tn and (iii) there was a time-respecting path between User A and User B

in the interval [t1, tn], then from this we could ascertain that User A could have

shared content X with User B. This type of analysis would essentially give a more

complete insight into where real content might have been shared without making

assumptions about who is and is not interested in an arbitrary piece of content.

During the early stages of the PhD, the thesis author pursued access to full

packet traces through James Cook University (JCU). These proved difficult to

attain due to technical limitations combined with a lack of timely vendor support.

More broadly, issues of privacy are a likely reason why such full packet datasets

prove so elusive in public data repositories. Arguably, large private technology

companies have better access to rich empirical datasets making this an area where

industry likely has a comparative advantage over academia. The thesis author

hopes that more organizations will find ways to make rich empirical datasets

publicly available while at the same time preserving the privacy of their users. For

researchers who are successful in acquiring full packet traces, there are valuable

contributions to be made in characterizing content redundancy across wireless
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mobile devices, as well as its implications on the potential of wireless Peer-to-

Peer (P2P) content diffusion.

8.2.2 External Validity

A large portion of the results presented in this thesis are based on a single dataset.

Future work should look to either corroborate or contrast our findings in other

networked environments. This includes not only different geographic settings such

as cities, towns and residential areas, but also different network types including

cellular and bluetooth, where nodes may qualify as ‘colocated’ across either larger

or smaller distances than Wi-Fi.

8.2.3 Real-world Applications

Despite Mobile Ad hoc NETworks(MANETs) being an enduring research topic,

there are surprisingly few examples of large-scale deployed MANET applications

from which practical lessons can be learnt. It is the thesis author’s view that

the time is now ripe for pragmatists to make valuable contributions in this area.

In the present day, smartphones are essentially ubiquitous throughout the devel-

oped world. This provides an excellent existing platform upon which MANET-

based applications may be built. For example, the JCUNav application referred

to throughout this thesis may potentially be extended to actually share cached

mapping data directly between peer devices. Although the ‘appliancized’ [46] na-

ture of modern smartphones imposes relatively restrictive Application Program-

ming Interfaces(APIs), there is also much promise in using peripheral devices to

overcome these limits. As described later in Appendix B.2, the thesis author

succeeded in receiving unfiltered over-the-air Wi-Fi packets on an ‘unrooted’ An-

droid handset using an external USB Wi-Fi adapter. With some work, this could
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be extended to packet transmission, allowing essentially unrestricted access for

experimentation with wireless broadcast and unicast protocols on commodity

handset devices. With additional expertise in USB hardware development, it

may even prove salutary to develop an affordable bespoke hardware peripheral.

This might in turn become a de facto standard instrument in MANET experi-

mentation.

8.2.4 Interdisciplinary Integration

The final paper in this thesis touched on the connection between wireless P2P

content diffusion and the broader field of network dynamics. Indeed, the con-

tact network considered in this thesis is just one instantiation of a temporal

network—a network abstraction used to describe a wide range of time-variant

systems. What the broader field of network dynamics can contribute to the

study of MANETs and vice versa is another interesting area for future work.
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Research By-products

Aside from the research papers constituting the core of the thesis, a number

of noteworthy by-products where produced in the course of the thesis author’s

studies. In this appendix we highlight two prominent examples—JCUNav and

liber80211.

B.1 JCUNav

In the early planning stages of the author’s thesis, substantial effort was invested

in identifying appropriate sources of empirical data describing device mobility

patterns. During this time, the author made a serendipitous finding—the official

James Cook University (JCU) digital map had not been designed to work well

on mobile devices. Because the official map did not work well on mobile devices,

the author posited that a well designed unofficial application may prove popular.

The JCUNav application (screenshot in Figure B.1) began with the simple idea

that it would be useful to the user to have their current location based on the

Global Positioning System (GPS) shown on top of a map of the JCU campus.

This would allow the user to more easily find their way around the campus.
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The research motivation behind JCUNav was that the application might allow

empirical device mobility patterns to be collected which could then be used in the

author’s content dissemination simulations. Particularly, mobility patterns from

the device’s point of view which may include more continuous data than that

gathered from the infrastructure. Moreover, a core objective of JCUNav was to

overcome the sampling limitations seen in many research papers where handsets

are explicitly provided to a small number of often highly correlated individuals

(e.g. 10’s of research students in a single building on a university campus). By

writing an application which could be promoted to the public and easily installed,

JCUNav would offer a larger scale measurement platform with less sampling bias.

Furthermore, the application would be run on users’ existing handsets and so

would avoid the capital expense associated with purchasing dedicated devices.

In the remainder of this section, the major versions of JCUNav are enumerated

and the extracted data is discussed. JCUNav is closed-source software—the copy-

right and intellectual property resides with the thesis author. More information

about JCUNav can be found at jcunav.com.

B.1.1 JCUNav Versions

From JCUNav’s inception to the present day, several major versions of the appli-

cation have been released for the web, Apple iOS and Google Android platforms.

We detail these versions in this section.

JCUNav Beta

JCUNav began as a simple mobile webpage which utilized the HTML5 geolocation

Application Programming Interface (API) to show the user’s current position on

top of a map of the JCU campus. The user was able to select a building from a
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Figure B.1: A screenshot of JCUNav running on the Apple iPhone.

list and a straight line would be overlayed on the map between the user and the

destination. This version was promoted in July 2011 through the JCU staff and

student bulletin mailing lists.

JCUNav 1.0 for iOS

Subsequent development of JCUNav focused on an installable mobile application.

The first version for iOS (1.0) was simply an embedded webpage inside an invisible

frame that utilized the native device’s compass to show the user’s heading in real-

time. This version was released in February 2012 on the Apple iOS App Store.

The author envisaged that having an installed application would likely provide

better access to the device’s location for research data collection than would a

simple webpage. For the user, the installable application had the advantage of
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being conveniently located on the home screen, working offline and showing the

user’s heading. JCUNav’s first ever user review on the iOS App Store is pictured

in Figure B.2.

Figure B.2: JCUNav’s first ever user review on the iOS App Store.

JCUNav 2.0 for iOS

Version 2.0 of JCUNav was released in March 2012 and was a complete overhaul

that replaced the embedded webpage with the native iOS maps framework while

retaining the same JCU map overlay. This drastically improved the application’s

performance and fluidity, particularly when panning and zooming the map. A

review of JCUNav version 2.0 is pictured in Figure B.3.

Figure B.3: A user review of JCUNav version 2.0 on the iOS App Store.

JCUNav 1.0 for Android

In October 2012 the first version of JCUNav for the Android platform was re-

leased. This version was largely comparable in features to the 2.0 version of JCU-

Nav on iOS though originally lacked building labels as Google Maps was being

used alone with no JCU map overlay. Around this time, Google Map Maker [47]

became available in Australia which allowed users to contribute building names

and outlines. The author subsequently contributed the majority of JCU’s build-

ing names and outlines to Google which began showing on the Android version

of JCUNav within a few days.
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JCUNav 3.0 for iOS

Version 3.0 of JCUNav for iOS was released in December 2012. This version

added the people search feature which allows users to quickly search for faculty

and staff on campus, launching a phone call to the selected person with the press

of a button. The people search feature was designed to help make the application

increasingly compelling to attract as wide an audience as possible.

JCUNav 2.0 for Android

The 2.0 version of JCUNav for Android was also released in December 2012. At

the time, Google had just completed an overhaul of the Google Maps Android

library which served as the impetus for this release. The new version of the maps

library drastically improved the fluidity of the map as well as offering a more

advanced perspective positioning system which made for a more compelling user

experience.

JCUNav 4.0 for iOS

Version 4.0 of JCUNav for iOS was released in June 2013 and was the first version

to replace the old JCU raster map overlay with Google’s own native vector overlay.

From the time of release of Google Map Maker in Australia, the author had

continually been submitting improved JCU mapping data to Google Maps such

that it would appear natively without the need for an overlay. The vector maps

reduced the application size dramatically and offered features inherited directly

from Google Maps, such as building names and outlines showing only at certain

zoom levels. The vector paths added through Google Map Maker also enabled

this version of JCUNav to be the first version to integrate detailed directions to

destinations using the Google Maps directions API.
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Table B.1: JCUNav key statistics.
Installations since inception > 7000
Peak daily users > 600
Typical in-term daily users ≈ 20–100

B.1.2 JCUNav Data

Originally the author had envisioned that JCUNav might provide empirical re-

search data on the mobility patterns of devices as they moved around campus.

This particular type of data was ultimately not used in the author’s research,

partly for technical reasons and partly to bound the scope of the research. Rather,

the thesis author gathered basic usage statistics describing both the number of

users on any given day and the time of day the application was being used. This

data was used in both the second and third paper. We conclude our discussion

of JCUNav with the key usage statistics summarized in Table B.1.

B.2 liber80211

Early 2012 proved to be a difficult time for gaining access to empirical device

mobility and encounter data. Originally it had been planned that in the second

half of 2011 JCU would provide a timestamped trace of device connections to

individual Access Points(APs) on the JCU campus. Due to the ongoing discovery

of technical limitations in JCU’s Wi-Fi vendor’s software, by 2012 this was looking

increasingly unlikely. At the time, JCUNav was still not popular enough to gather

a meaningful volume of data, particularly given that it was proving difficult to

record device’s geolocation without the application running in the foreground.

The University of Queensland device connection trace which was ultimately the

primary trace used in the PhD had also not yet been established as an option.

The author began contemplating other ways to collect large-scale traces which
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might describe at least some aspects of device mobility and encounter patterns.

While studying the technical details of the Wi-Fi protocol, the thesis author

learnt that client devices searching for wireless networks would often broadcast

in plain text their identity (MAC address) and in some instances the name of

networks to which they had previously connected. This could occur even when

the client devices were well outside the range of the prior networks. The author

thought that this information, if collected in great enough volume, might serve as

a compelling dataset describing certain aspects of spatiotemporal device mobility.

Firstly, an observation of a given MAC address at a given monitored location

would offer a data point describing both the spatial and temporal presence of a

given device. Secondly, an observation of a prior network name (an Extended

Service Set IDentifier (ESSID)) might be resolved to a geographic location using

a public crowdsourced ESSID database (described shortly). This would offer

prior spatial information, albeit without temporal certainty, other than to say

the client device had connected to the named network ‘sometime in the past’.

One of the challenges the author faced with this thread of research was that col-

lecting the requisite data would require a Wi-Fi adapter that could be put into

‘monitor mode’. Furthermore, there would need to be many monitoring devices

in order to achieve adequate coverage. Though USB Wi-Fi adapters supporting

monitor mode were themselves inexpensive, host machines such as laptops which

had sufficient battery life and compact form factor were not. Even cheap comput-

ing platforms such as the Raspberry Pi [48] would require the additional expense

of a battery and storage, as well as an external GPS if data were to be collected

‘on the go’. The thesis author thought that if a USB Wi-Fi adapter were able

to be connected to an inexpensive Android mobile handset, the total unit cost

could be reduced, making large-scale data collection more affordable. An Android

handset would not only come with its own battery and GPS, but would also offer

a simple ‘plug and play’ setup, meaning monitoring units could be easily used

by data collection volunteers. The desire to be able to use an inexpensive USB
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Wi-Fi adapter in combination with an Android handset is what ultimately led to

the development of liber80211 (pronounced liberate-0211).

Figure B.4: A screenshot of an Android handset running liber80211 interfacing
with an external USB Wi-Fi adapter and powered via an external USB battery
pack.

B.2.1 IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi Probe Requests

Probe Requests(PRs) are a special type of IEEE 802.11 management frame which

wireless clients use to proactively search for wireless networks. PRs possess two

interesting properties in the current discussion: (i) they typically contain the

unique MAC address of the transmitting client and (ii) some PRs contain a

named ESSID, typically the name of a network the device has previously used.

As an example, the client MAC AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:FF may probe for the ESSID

Townsville Megamart. This would be a strong indication that at some point in

the past, this client had been connected to a network named ‘Townsville Mega-

mart’. Observing a PR in and of itself reveals the presence of a given client at

the observation location and observation time. As explained in the next subsec-

tion, the ESSID can in some instances also be cross-checked against a geographic
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database to identify a prior location of the client.

B.2.2 Geolocating ESSIDs with WiGLE

Wi-Fi networks typically broadcast their ESSIDs perpetually in beacon frames as

a way to let clients know of their existence. This is why on most 802.11 Wi-Fi

devices a user is able to see the names of networks in range, e.g. ‘Starbucks’,

‘John Smith Wireless’, ‘Acme Shopping Center’. Crowdsourced mobile applica-

tions such as WiGLE [49] allow users to automatically contribute ESSID locations

with a simple application running on a commodity handset. The handset’s lo-

cation services (e.g. GPS) are recorded alongside observed ESSIDs which allows

a worldwide geographic database of ESSIDs to be constructed. It is these same

ESSIDs that client devices searching for prior networks often include in PRs. Be-

cause of this, one is able to cross-reference observed ESSIDs in PRs to the known

location of ESSIDs garnered from independently observed beacon messages. Be-

cause PRs that include ESSIDs typically use the ESSIDs of networks to which

they have previously connected, an observer is able to use this cross-referencing

to identify one of a client device’s prior locations.

B.2.3 Technical Overview of liber80211

liber80211 is an open-source Android application that enables IEEE 802.11 Wi-

Fi ‘monitor mode’ on non-rooted Android devices using an external USB Wi-Fi

adapter (pictured in Figure B.4). Monitor mode is a special mode of Wi-Fi that

enables wireless frames not addressed to the receiving device to be propagated

from the operating system’s kernel space into user space for processing by non-

privileged applications. A regular kernel space Wi-Fi driver (one not operating

in monitor mode) drops frames not addressed to the device before user space
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programs are given the opportunity to process them. PRs are one such type of

frame that a regular client Wi-Fi driver drops in kernel space. Having a client

Wi-Fi driver operate in monitor mode is therefore a prerequisite for receiving and

processing PRs in non-privileged applications.

Since version 3.1 of the Android operating system, Android has supported USB

On-The-Go (USB OTG) which allows standard non-privileged Android applica-

tions running in user space on a mobile device to interface with arbitrary USB

peripherals. The Android operating system is oblivious to the nature of the con-

nected peripheral—it is left to the application programmer to use the Android

USB OTG API to programmatically communicate between the handset and the

attachment. This communication takes place at a very low level, with the appli-

cation programmer having to define the I/O operations in terms of byte streams.

The thesis author began work on liber80211 by identifying a high quality and low

cost USB Wi-Fi adapter which had the capacity to be put into monitor mode.

The adapter in question is the Alfa Network AWUS036H which is based on the

Realtek RTL8187 series of Wi-Fi drivers. This Wi-Fi adapter has been popular

for several years with Wi-Fi penetration testers and an open source Linux kernel

driver is freely available. By carefully inspecting the original Linux driver source

code (written in C) and cross checking against thousands of lines of USB I/O

on a Linux computer, the author was able to establish enough about the host-

to-peripheral messaging to port a portion of the driver to Android user space

(written in Java). This allowed 802.11 PR frames to be collected on an Android

phone without needing to ‘root’ the handset.

The AWUS036H is an extremely low-level device in terms of the programming

necessary to initialize the card. The card contains an Electrically Erasable Pro-

grammable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM) which needs to be initialized man-

ually over the USB connection each time the device is connected. This required
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thousands of carefully crafted byte stream patterns to be transmitted in the cor-

rect order to initialize the card before 802.11 Wi-Fi frames could be received.

The Linux source driver was based on the offical Realtek Windows driver. Both

the original Windows driver and Linux driver have very little documentation. It

was therefore necessary to carefully work through the Linux kernel driver code

and ensure the relevant USB messages were faithfully replicated and interpreted

in the same way in liber80211.

B.2.4 Challenges to Probe Request-based Monitoring

liber80211 was ultimately not used to produce any research outputs in the au-

thor’s thesis for a number of reasons:

1. USB OTG, though technically supported by the Android operating system

since version 3.1, has been poorly implemented on the majority of Android

handsets. This limited handset options to more expensive Android devices

which were financially prohibitive for large-scale deployment. The author

had thought the price of Android handsets with full USB OTG support

might fall faster than it did in practice. Although several compellingly

cheap handsets with purported full USB OTG support have since become

available, these were not on the market at the time liber80211 was devel-

oped.

2. The WiGLE ESSID geo-database has API throttling in place at a level pro-

hibitive to resolving any reasonable portion of all observed ESSIDs. The

throttling mechanisms used by WiGLE are opaque and after a large num-

ber of experiments well spaced over time, the author found it increasingly

difficult to extract more data.

3. A large fraction of PRs included only the broadcast ESSID. This is an
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ESSID which reveals nothing about any of a device’s prior networks and so

cannot be resolved to a prior location.

4. Disambiguation of ESSID locations proved difficult for common ESSIDs.

For example, many networks have names such as “netgear” or “dlink” which

are common across thousands if not millions of networks worldwide.

PRs have seemingly become an even less reliable tool for mobility analysis since

liber80211 was published. In particular, in the iOS 8 operating system, Apple

has identified PRs as a potential privacy concern and has begun randomizing the

sender’s MAC address.

B.2.5 Source Code and Related Work

The source code for liber80211 is publicly available at [50]. The installable An-

droid application is available at [51]. At time of release, liber80211 was the first

publicly available implementation of 802.11 monitor mode support on an unrooted

Android handset. Since the release of liber80211, another party has released a

more feature-rich packet capture tool for Android—Wi-Fi PCAP Capture [52].

Around the time liber80211 was being developed, a number of papers were pub-

lished on the use of PR for inferring other information about devices and their

users. This includes features such as language, social structure and handset ven-

dor adoption. We refer the interested reader to the papers in [53] and [54] for

more information.
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Acronyms & Glossary

Acronyms

API Application Programming Interface. 93, 98, 101, 106, 107

AP Access Point. 6, 102

BDP Bandwidth-Delay Product. 19

CCN Content-Centric Networking. vi, 3, 4, 23–27

CDN Content Delivery Network. vi, 3, 4, 89

DNS Domain Name System. 21

DPI Deep Packet Inspection. 31

DTN Delay-Tolerant Networking. 29

EEPROM Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory. 106

ESSID Extended Service Set IDentifier. 103–105

FIA Future Internet Architecture. 22

111
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FIB Forwarding Information Base. 26

GPS Global Positioning System. 97, 105

ICN Information-Centric Networking. v, vi, 3, 7, 22, 23

IP Internet Protocol. vi, 2, 3, 11, 18, 20, 21, 23–27

ISP Internet Service Provider. vi, 4, 19, 89

JCU James Cook University. 92, 97, 98, 100, 102

MANET Mobile Ad hoc NETwork. 28, 93, 94

NDN Named Data Networking. 23

NSF National Science Foundation. 23

P2P Peer-to-Peer. 4–7, 21, 24, 27, 28, 30, 93, 94

PARC Palo Alto Research Center. 23

PIT Pending Interest Table. 26

PoP Point of Presence. vi, 4, 89

PR Probe Request. 104–108

TCP Transmission Control Protocol. 11, 18, 19

UQ University of Queensland. 102

USB OTG USB On-The-Go. 106, 107
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Glossary

Access Point A wireless infrastructure node to which client devices connect. 6,

102

Application Programming Interface The interface exposed to a program-

mer against which software is written. 93, 98, 101, 106, 107

Bandwidth-Delay Product The product of a data link’s capacity and round-

trip latency. 19

circuit switching A method of computer networking in which two parties es-

tablish a dedicated communication channel (circuit). 12, 19, 20

Content Delivery Network A geographically and topologically distributed net-

work of servers on the Internet designed to offer high performance and high

availability content delivery. vi, 3, 4, 89

Content-Centric Networking A computer networking architecture beginning

as a research project at Palo Alto Research Center that treats named con-

tent chunks as the primary network abstraction, rather than host IP ad-

dresses. vi, 3, 4, 23–27

Deep Packet Inspection A form of packet analysis which considers the packet

data in addition to the packet headers. 31

Delay-Tolerant Networking A networking paradigm which emphasizes the

eventual delivery of messages in the absence of continuous connectivity be-

tween all network nodes. 29

Domain Name System A distributed naming system which, among other tasks,

is used to translate domain names to IP addresses. 21

Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory A type of non-

volatile programmable computer memory. 106
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Extended Service Set IDentifier The name of an access point-based wireless

infrastructure network, e.g. “Bob’s wireless”. 103–105

Forwarding Information Base Under the Content-Centric Networking (CCN)

paradigm, a table mapping outbound faces to content sources. Longest pre-

fix match lookups are performed against the FIB to determine which face(s)

an interest request ought to be forwarded over. 26

Future Internet Architecture Any forward-looking Internet architecture de-

signed to accommodate the networking needs of the 21st century. 22

Information-Centric Networking An umbrella title for computer networking

approaches that focuses on named information (content) as the primary

network abstraction rather than host addresses. v, vi, 3, 7, 22, 23

Internet Protocol The network (‘thin waist’) layer protocol of the current In-

ternet. vi, 2, 3, 11, 18, 20, 21, 23–27

James Cook University A tertiary education institution based in Townsville,

North Queensland, Australia. 92, 97, 98, 100, 102

JCUNav A mobile campus maps application developed by the thesis author.

Usage statistics from JCUNav have been incorporated into the thesis au-

thor’s research. 8, 43, 93, 97–99, 101, 102

kernel space The restricted area of an operating system’s memory where the

core functions of the operating system execute. cf. user space. 105, 106

liber80211 A user space application written by the thesis author which runs

on the Android mobile operating system in conjunction with an external

USB Wi-Fi adapter. liber80211 enables PR frames to be interpreted in user

space on the device rather than having the PRs discarded by the device’s

own kernel space driver. 104, 105
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Mobile Ad hoc NETwork An infrastructureless network comprised of wire-

less mobile nodes which communicate in an ad hoc fashion, often during

opportunistic encounters. 28, 93, 94

Named Data Networking A Future Internet Architecture (FIA) with a close

resemblance to CCN. 23

National Science Foundation A United States government agency responsi-

ble for promoting science and engineering research and education. 23

packet switching A digital networking paradigm that divides transmitted data

into explicitly addressed blocks that may be routed over independent paths

from a source to a destination. cf. circuit switching. 1, 2, 16, 17, 19, 20

Palo Alto Research Center The research and development company behind

the earliest work on CCN. 23

Peer-to-Peer A network structure where client and server devices are not mu-

tually exclusive, i.e. devices can take on both roles.. 4–7, 21, 24, 27, 28, 30,

93, 94

Pending Interest Table Under the CCN paradigm, a table recording content

interests which a device is waiting to have fulfilled. 26

Probe Request A type of IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi frame broadcast by wireless

clients in search of wireless networks. 104–108

telegraphy The transmission of symbols/information over long distances with-

out the physical exchange of objects. 2, 6

Transmission Control Protocol The transport layer protocol of the current

Internet. 11, 18, 19

USB On-The-Go A USB standard which allows devices to switch between the

roles of host and peripheral. For example, a mobile phone may act as the
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peripheral device when plugged into a desktop computer while acting as the

host device when connected to an external USB storage drive. 106, 107

user space A restricted area of memory in which user applications execute with-

out special priviledges. User space is designed to minimize application’s

ability to adversely effect the stability and security of the operating system.

cf. kernel space. 105, 106
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